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1. INTRODUCTION

The present contribution is an updated supplement to the review “Magneto-
electricity” published in Chapter 3 of Volume 19 of the series Handbook of
Magnetic Materials (Fuentes-Cobas et al., 2011).
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As a rule, the reader might orient himself by consulting the above review to
find definitions, methods, and results. For the ease of reading, a minimum
overlap with the previous article has been tolerated especially in cases where
updating, generalization, or refinement is necessary.

The combined research area of magnetoelectric/multiferroic materials
continues to show, as general tendency, an exponential growth. The basic
science of magnetoelectricity is as charming as challenging. Particularly for
single-phase magnetoelectric multiferroics, quantum theory has already pro-
vided answers to important questions, but several (old and new) open issues
demand attention. Magnetoelectricity has just started to show its potentialities
as a physical effect useful for applications. Currently, magnetoelectric com-
posites lead the performance indexes and are the materials mostly used in the
real world to develop practical applications.

Figure 1, based on a Scopus search, represents the behavior of the numbers of
publications per year for the mentioned topics since the beginnings of the pre-
sent century. Besides the general upward trend, a few details may be noteworthy.

l The time interval 2004e2010 was the takeoff moment for our materials,
the occasion to grow from the order of a 100 to the vicinity of 1000 articles
per year.

l During this same period, attention moved from “magnetoelectric” to
“multiferroic”. “Multiferroics” became a hot topic and the keyword

FIGURE 1 Numbers of articles published per year. ME, magnetoelectricity; MF, multiferroics.
Source: Scopus.
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“magnetoelectricity” lost popularity. Researchers searched, basically, the
coexistence of ferroelectricity and ferro- (ferri-, antiferro-) magnetism. But
they also required that both kinds of ordering interacted. Deeply, they also
searched for significant magnetoelectricity.

l In the years 2013e2014 small reductions in the numbers of publications
may be observed. A clear tendency to recovery is now apparent. These
variations may be statistical fluctuations. Or maybe not. The discovery of
new promising fields for applications may be awakening a new magneto-
electric era.

Figures 2 and 3, also from Scopus, represent the distributions per subject
area of publications containing the keywords “application AND magneto-
electric”. (A given paper may belong to more than one field, so the pop-
ulations sums are higher than 100%.) Figure 2 describes the scenario during
the years 2011e2013 and Figure 3 shows the situation from 2014 to present
time.

The three major fields are basic physics, materials science, and engineer-
ing. Energy conversion, sensors, actuators, and information storage devices
occupy a large proportion of articles in these fields. Materials science relative
population is approximately constant around half of the total of published
papers. Physics and astronomy, as well as engineering (considered a whole),
show decrements. Last-mentioned decrease is due to emerging application
fields, now identifying themselves.

Other (1.6%)
Earth and Plane... (0.6%)

Biochemistry, G... (1.6%)
Chemical Engine... (1.9%)

Energy (2.3%)

Computer Scienc... (4.5%)

Mathematics (4.8%)
Chemistry (10.3%)

Engineering (35.0%)

Materials Scien... (50.8%)

Physics and Ast... (67.8%)

FIGURE 2 Relative population of disciplines in published papers about applications of mag-
netoelectricity. Time interval 2011e2013.
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In Figure 3, the research fields that show significant tendencies to grow in
importance are chemical engineering (1.9% / 4.5%), multidisciplinary (not
considered / 3.6%), biochemistry (1.6% / 3.2%), and medicine (very
small / 0.9%). One common characteristic of the rising fields is that they
relate magnetoelectricity with complex systems. Recent developments on
biochemistry and medicine, for example the role of magnetoelectricity in the
targeted delivery of life-saving drugs, show the particular feature of being
contributions with a remarkable social impact. In the Applications section of
the present chapter, a brief presentation of representative findings will be
given.

A number of excellent reviews on Magnetoelectric multiferroics have been
published during the last few years. With pleasure we recommend the
following ones Scott (2013), Kleemann and Binek (2013), Ma et al. (2011),
Yoshinori et al. (2014), Bichurin and Viehland (2011), Bichurin and Petrov
(2014), and Lu et al. (2015), Matsukura et al. (2015).

In the article (Fuentes-Cobas et al., 2011), Magnetoelectricity was repre-
sented as a young and gorgeous princess (awakening from a one-century
sleep), with plenty of mysteries and promises. In 2015, our princess has grown
from her teens and she is preparing herself to work as a Queen. She already
visualizes her contributions in the utilization of relatively simple systems and
now she feels attracted by challenges from highly complex objects. Who
knows, maybe she finds her way to participate actively in the cure of some
cancers.

Other (0.5%)
Medicine (0.9%)

Biochemistry, G... (3.2%)

Chemical Engine... (4.5%)

Multidisciplina...(3.6%)

Computer Scienc... (3.2%)

Mathematics (4.5%)

Chemistry (12.2%)

Engineering (30.2%)

Materials Scien... (48.2%)

Physics and Ast... (61.3%)

FIGURE 3 Relative population of disciplines in published papers about applications of mag-
netoelectricity. Time interval 2014e2015.
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2. PHYSICS OF CRYSTAL MAGNETOELECTRICITY

2.1 Summary of Constitutive Equations and Units

We summarize some fundamental relationships representing the magneto-
electric effect. A detailed treatment can be found in the earlier review
mentioned above.

Electromagnetic linear and bilinear constitutive equations, SI units:

Pm ¼ ε0c
P
mnEn þ amnHn þ gmniHn Ei þ

1

2
bmniHnHi (1)

m0Mm ¼ m0c
M
mnHn þ amnEn þ bmniEn Hi þ

1

2
gmniEnEi (2)

The symbols have the usual meaning of texts on electromagnetism. Co-
efficients amn form the linear magnetoelectric (axial, 2nd rank) tensor a. bmni
and gmni are the bilinear magnetoelectric coefficients.

The SI units for a are second/meter (sm#1). Single-phase magnetoelectrics
usually show a values of the order of 10#12 sm#1 (ps/m). Several variants to
the given definition of the magnetoelectric tensor a are used.

The “practical” coefficient aEH ¼ dE/dH, in SI, is given in VA#1. Gaussian
(dimensionless) and mixed (V$ m#1$ Oe#1) units are also utilized.

The vacuum permeability m0 does not appear in Eqn (2) when it is written
in Gaussian units (aGauss). Neither it is included in the definition variant
proposed by Rivera (2009). This author suggests selecting (E, B) as inde-
pendent variables, instead of (E, H).

Some conversion equations, related with aSI h a, are the following:

aSI ¼ εaEH ¼ ε0ε
relaEH (3)

caSI ¼ aGauss ¼ 4paGauss#rationalized (4)

c is the speed of light in vacuum.

2.2 Properties and Magnetic Symmetry

For a given crystal, the possibility and characteristics of magnetoelectric effect
is determined by its crystallographic and electronic structures. In this rela-
tionship, so-called “color” or “magnetic” structural symmetry plays a decisive
role. The axial nature and characteristic behavior under time inversion of
magnetic magnitudes must be taken into account. A basic law to be applied is
the Neumann Principle and the mathematical tool for its implementation is the
Group Theory, with consideration of irreducible and complementary irreduc-
ible representations. The previous version (Fuentes-Cobas et al., 2011) of the
present contribution contains detailed explanations of the mentioned concepts
and methods. Below we deliver extended tables and a refined graphical
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representation characterizing several electromagnetic properties. The 122
crystallographic magnetic point groups (including “grey,” “classical,” and
“B&W” groups), as well as the 21 limiting Curie groups, are considered.
Table 1A gives the properties that are allowed by symmetry according to the
magnetic point group. Table 1B gives the same for the Curie limiting Groups.
Table 2 presents the structure of the magnetoelectric matrices for all the
considered cases. Figure 4 is a polished Venn diagram of the properties dis-
tribution among the color symmetry groups.

Data for creating Tables 1 and 2, as well as Figure 4, were obtained by
consulting the following articles Newham (2005), Schmid (2008), Litvin and
Janovec (2014), Borovik-Romanov and Grimmer (2003).

2.3 Magnetoelectric Longitudinal Surfaces

Tensor properties may be represented in a partial but friendly manner by their
longitudinal surfaces. The distance from the coordinate origin to the magne-
toelectric longitudinal surface is proportional to the longitudinal magneto-
electric modulus a(h). The relationship between a(h) and the magnetoelectric
tensor aij is given by

aðhÞ ¼ a11sin
2fcos2bþ a22sin

2fsin2bþ a33cos
2f

þ ða12 þ a21Þsin2fcosbsinbþ ða13 þ a31Þsinfcosfcosb
þ ða23 þ a32Þsinfcosfsinb

(5)

Observation direction h is described by its polar and azimuthal angles
(f, b).

a(h) represents the susceptibility of a given material to reveal a component
of electric (magnetic) polarization in the direction of an applied magnetic
(electric) field. It gives an intuitive vision of magnetoelectric anisotropy. The
partial nature of a(h) resides in that it does not show the transverse component
of the magnetoelectric effect.

2.4 Magnetoelectricity and the Material Properties
Open Database

In the past five years researchers begun an open collection of single crystal
data, for quick and free accessibility: the Material Properties Open Database,
MPOD (http://mpod.cimav.edu.mx) (Pepponi et al., 2012). Measured as well
as computer-simulated tensor properties are considered.

Inspired by the Crystallography Open Database COD (http://www.
crystallography.net/) (Gra!zulis et al., 2009), MPOD aims at collecting and
making publicly available, free of charge, tensor properties (including scalar
properties) of phases and linking such properties to structural information of
the COD when available. MPOD files are written with the STAR file syntax,
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TABLE 1 Electromagnetic Properties Permitted by Symmetry (* / Property Allowed)

A) Crystallographic Magnetic Point Groups

System

Magnetic Group PZM FM ME FE PZE

Schoenflies International Piezomag Ferromag Magnetoelec Ferroelec Piezoelec

Triclinic C1 1 * * * * *

C1R 110 * *

Ci #1 * *

CiR #110

Ci(C1) #10 *

Monoclinic Cs m * * * * *

CsR m10 * *

Cs(C1) m0 * * * * *

C2 2 * * * * *

C2R 210 * *

C2(C1) 20 * * * * *

C2ℎ 2/m * *

C2ℎR 2/m10

C2ℎ(Cs) 20/m *

C2ℎ(C2) 2/m0 *

C2ℎ(Ci) 20/m0 * *
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Orthorhombic C2v 2 mm * * * *

C2vR 2mm10 * *

C2v(Cs) 20m0m * * * * *

C2v(C2) 2m0m0 * * * * *

D2 222 * * *

D2R 22210 *

D2(C2) 22020 * * * *

D2ℎ mmm *

D2ℎR mmm10

D2ℎ(C2v) mmm0 *

D2ℎ(D2) m0m0m0 *

D2ℎ(C2ℎ) mm0m0 * *

Tetragonal C4 4 * * * * *

C4R 410 * *

C4(C2) 40 * * * *

S4 #4 * * * *

S4R #410 *

S4(C2) #40 * * *

C4ℎ 4/m * *

C4ℎR 4/m10

C4ℎ(S4) 40/m0 *

Continued
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TABLE 1 Electromagnetic Properties Permitted by Symmetry (* / Property Allowed)dcont’d

A) Crystallographic Magnetic Point Groups

System

Magnetic Group PZM FM ME FE PZE

Schoenflies International Piezomag Ferromag Magnetoelec Ferroelec Piezoelec

C4ℎ(C4) 4/m0 *

C4ℎ(C2ℎ) 40/m *

C4v 4 mm * * * *

C4vR 4mm10 * *

C4v(C4) 4m0m0 * * * * *

C4v(C2v) 40mm0 * * * *

D2d #42m * * *

D2dR #42m10 *

D2d (D2) #402m0 * * *

D2d(C2v) #4020m * * *

D2d(S4) #420m0 * * * *

D4 422 * * *

D4R 42210 *

D4(C4) 42020 * * * *
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D4(D2) 40220 * * *

D4ℎ 4/mmm *

D4ℎR 4/mmm10

D4ℎ(D2d) 40/m0m0m *

D4ℎ(C4v) 4/m0mm *

D4h(C4h) 4/mm0m0 * *

D4ℎ(D4) 4/m0m0m0 *

D4h(D2h) 40/mmm0 *

Trigonal C3 3 * * * * *

C3R 310 * *

S6 #3 * *

S6R #310

S6(C3) #30 *

C3v 3m * * * *

C3vR 3m10 * *

C3v(C3) 3m0 * * * * *

D3 32 * * *

D3R 3210 *

D3(C3) 320 * * * *

Continued
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TABLE 1 Electromagnetic Properties Permitted by Symmetry (* / Property Allowed)dcont’d

A) Crystallographic Magnetic Point Groups

System

Magnetic Group PZM FM ME FE PZE

Schoenflies International Piezomag Ferromag Magnetoelec Ferroelec Piezoelec

D3d #3m *

D3dR #3m10

D3d(S6) -3m0 * *

D3d(C3v) #30m *

D3d(D3) #30m0 *

C3h #6 * * *

C3hR #610 *

C3h(C3) #60 * * *

Hexagonal C6 6 * * * * *

C6R 610 * *

C6(C3) 60 * * *

C6h 6/m * *

C6hR 6/m10

C6h(C6) 6/m0 *

C6h(C3h) 60/m

C6h(S6) 60/m0 *
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D3h #6m2 * *

D3hR #6m210 *

D3h(C3h) #6m020 * * *

D3h(C3v) #60m20 * * *

D3h(D3) #602m0 * * *

C6v 6 mm * * * *

C6vR 6mm10 * *

C6v(C6) 6m0m0 * * * * *

C6v(C3v) 60mm0 * * *

D6 622 * * *

D6R 62210 *

D6(C6) 62020 * * * *

D6(D3) 60220 * *

D6h 6/mmm *

D6hR 6/mmm10

D6h(C6v) 6/m0mm *

D6h(C6h) 6/mm0m0 * *

D6h(D6) 6/m0m0m0 *

D6h(D3h) 60/mmm0

D6h(D3d) 60/m0mm0 *

Continued
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TABLE 1 Electromagnetic Properties Permitted by Symmetry (* / Property Allowed)dcont’d

A) Crystallographic Magnetic Point Groups

System

Magnetic Group PZM FM ME FE PZE

Schoenflies International Piezomag Ferromag Magnetoelec Ferroelec Piezoelec

Cubic T 23 * * *

TR 2310 *

Th m-3 *

ThR m-310

Th(T) m0#30 *

Td #43m *

TdR #43m10 *

Td(T) #403m0 * * *

O 432 *

OR 43210

O(T) 40320 *

Oh m#3m

OhR m#3m10

Oh(O) m0#30m0 *

2
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Oh(Th) m#3m0 *

Oh(Td) m0#30m

Total 122 66 31 58 31 66

PZM FM ME FE PZE

B) Curie Limiting Magnetic Point Groups

Limiting Group PZM FM ME FE PZE

NNm

NNm10

NNm0 *

N/mm

N/mm10

N/m0m *

N/mm0 * *

N/m0m0 *

Nm * *

Nm10 * *

Nm0 * * * *

N2 * * *

N210 *

Continued
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TABLE 1 Electromagnetic Properties Permitted by Symmetry (* / Property Allowed)dcont’d

B) Curie Limiting Magnetic Point Groups

Limiting Group PZM FM ME FE PZE

N20 * * * *

NN *

NN10

N/m * *

N/m10

N/m0 *

N * * * * *

N10 * *

Total 5 5 9 5 8
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used and developed for the Crystallographic Information Files CIF (Hall et al.,
1991). A dictionary containing all tensors definitions has been written ac-
cording to the Dictionary Definition Language. The data set in constant
evolvement includes elastic stiffness and compliance, internal friction, elec-
trical resistivity, dielectric permittivity and stiffness, heat capacity, thermal

TABLE 2 Magnetoelectric Matrices for Crystallographic and Curie Limiting
Magnetic Point Groups

1, #10
2

4
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

3

5

2, m0, 2/m0 2

4
a11 0 a13
0 a22 0
a31 0 a33

3

5

20, m, 20/m
2

4
0 a12 0
a21 0 a23
0 a32 0

3

5

222, 2m0m0, m0m0m0 2

4
a11 0 0
0 a22 0
0 0 a33

3

5

20202, mm2, 20mm0, mmm0 2

4
0 a12 0
a21 0 0
0 0 0

3

5

3, #30, 4, #40, 4/m0, 6, #60, 6/m0, N, N/m0 2

4
a11 a12 0
#a12 a11 0
0 0 a33

3

5

40, #4, 40/m0 2

4
a11 a12 0
a12 #a11 0
0 0 0

3

5

32, 3m0, #30m0, 422, 4 mm0, #402m0, 4/m0m0m0, 622,
6m0m0, #60m02, 6/m0m0m0, N2, N/m0m0, Nm0

2

4
a11 0 0
0 a11 0
0 0 a33

3

5

4022, 40mm0, #42m, #420m0, 40/m0mm0 2

4
a11 0 0
0 #a11 0
0 0 0

3

5

320, 3m, #30m, 42020, 4mm, #4020m, 4/m0mm, 62020,
6mm, #60m20, 6/m0mm, N2, N/m0m0, Nm0

2

4
0 a12 0

#a12 0 0
0 0 0

3

5

23, m03, 432, #403m0, m03m0, 32, 3m0, #30m0, 422,
4 mm0, #402m0, 4/m0m0m0, 622, 6m0m0, #60m02, 6/m0m0,
NN, NNm0

2

4
a11 0 0
0 a11 0
0 0 a11

3

5
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conductivity, diffusivity and expansion, piezoelectricity, electrostriction, elec-
tromechanical coupling, optic indexes; piezooptic, photoelastic superconducting
critical fields, penetration and coherence lengths, andmagnetoelectric properties
(see http://mpod.cimav.edu.mx/data/properties/ for a complete list). Properties
are reported in MPOD files where the original published paper containing the
data is cited and structural and experimental information is also given. One
MPOD file contains information relative to only one publication and one phase.

Recent advances have been the implementation of online 3D plots of tensor
longitudinal surfaces, and their exports of files usable in 3D printers (Fuentes-
Cobas et al., 2014).

Although the MPOD database still remains skewed toward polar (dielec-
tric, piezoelectric, elastic and so on) tensors, some ME tensors are already
included, which we use as examples here:

Equations (6) and (7) show the ME tensors for Cr2O3 at 4.2 and 270 K,
respectively. Values are in ps/m:

f ¼

2

4
0:73 0 0
0 0:73 0
0 0 0:23

3

5 ðCr2O3; T ¼ 4:2 KÞ (6)

f ¼

2

4
0:73 0 0
0 0:73 0
0 0 4:14

3

5 ðCr2O3; T ¼ 270 KÞ (7)

Cr2O3 adopts the -3
0m0 (D3d:D3) magnetic point group symmetry under low

static magnetic fields. It can be seen that a33 strongly increases with

FIGURE 4 Venn diagram for electromagnetic properties of insulator materials. Under a magnetic
field, any material is magnetizable. Under an electric field, a conductor (or semiconductor) is
harbor of electric currents; an insulator is polarizable. Magnetoelectrics show direct and coupling
effects. All electromagnetic multiferroics (ferroelectric X ferromagnetic) are magnetoelectric.
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temperature from helium to near room temperature (Wiegelmann et al., 1994),
while a11 remains practically constant in this temperature range. Because of
the symmetry, no anisotropy is present perpendicular to the three axis (c-axis
of the crystal indexed in the hexagonal lattice). A large c-axis component
develops at larger temperatures, clearly visible as a strong lobe in the longi-
tudinal surface. In order to benefit from stronger ME effects in this phase, the
c-axes of the crystals have to be used at larger temperatures, while a
perpendicular direction should be favored for lower temperatures. From the
point of view of the Neumann Principle, this is a case where the property’s
symmetry (axial) is higher than that of the structure (rhombohedral) (Figure 5).

Next we consider LiCoPO4. According to (Rivera, 1994), single crystals of
LiCoPO4 at 4.2 K show magnetic point group mmm0 (D2h:C2v). Due to the off-
diagonal type of the ME tensor, Eqn (8), the axial symmetry of the ME effect
along the c-axis is lost (Figure 6). ME effect in this case is mostly transverse.
The maximum ME effect appears in the b-axis under an excitation along the

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

0.7

0.65

0.6

0.55

0.5
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0.4
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0.6
0.4

0.2
0
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1
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-1 -1
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1

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

FIGURE 5 Magnetoelectricity in Cr2O3 under low magnetic field. (a) and (b) longitudinal ME
surfaces at 4.2 K (computer display and 3D printing); (c) and (d) corresponding figures at 270 K.
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a-axis. The maximum components of the longitudinal effect are aligned with
the diagonals of the (a, b) planes of the crystals.

f ¼

2

4
0 18:4 0

30:6 0 0
0 0 0

3

5ps=m ðLiCoPO4; T ¼ 4:2 KÞ (8)

Our last MPOD example is K2[FeCl5(H2O)], with data from (Ackermann
et al., 2014). The tensor matrix is Eqn (9) and the longitudinal surface is
Figure 7. The magnetic point group is m0m0m0, so the property surface is re-
flected in the antisymmetry planes (0, y, z), (x, 0, z), and (x, y, 0). The ME
effect shows a very low value along the b-axis, typically 10 times lower than
along a and c. The mentioned features are clearly revealed on the represen-
tative surface.

f ¼

2

4
0:71 0 0
0 0:08 0
0 0 1:17

3

5 (9)

2.5 Superexchange Interaction

Many oxides are insulators, where electrons are localized. In insulating tran-
sition-metal oxides there is little, if any, direct 3de3d overlap; however, the
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FIGURE 6 LiCoPO4 Single crystal ME longitudinal surface. An interesting “detail”: The two
vertical planes of ordinary symmetry (0, y, z) and (x, 0, z) invert the sign of a(h) while the hor-
izontal plane of antisymmetry (x, y, 0) does not. That is the curious manner how axial magnitudes
and magnetic symmetry work.
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3d-orbitals are hybridized with the oxygen 2p-orbitals: 43d ¼ aj3d þ bj2p

with jaj2 þ jbj2 ¼ 1, where 43d is the hybridized orbital, and a and b are
coefficients expressing the 3d and 2p contributions, respectively. The super-
exchange interaction, between magnetic ions, is transmitted via the oxygen
bridges, and it can be described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Figure 8
shows a typical superexchange bond, where for the case of a singly occupied
3d-orbital or a half-filled d shell (Fe3þ, Mn2þ), the configuration (b) is lower in
energy than configuration (a) because both electrons in an oxygen 2p-orbital
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FIGURE 7 ME longitudinal sur-
face of K2FeCl5H2O at 11 K.MPOD
graphic output. Values in ps/m.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8 A typical superexchange bond. Configuration (b) is lower in energy than configu-
ration (a). Reprinted with permission from Coey (2009), Magnetism and Magnetic Materials,
Copyright 2009 Cambridge University Press.
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can then spread out into unoccupied 3d-orbitals. The superexchange interac-
tion, J, involves a simultaneous virtual transfer of two electrons with the
instantaneous formation of a 3dnþ12p5 excited state; the interaction is of order

2t2=U, where t is the so-called ped transfer integral and U is the onsite 3d
Coulomb interaction. The transfer integral is of order 0.1 eV and the onsite
Coulomb interaction is in the range 3e5 eV. J depends sensitively on the
interatomic separation, but also on the MeOeM bond angle, varying as

cos2q12. The critical factors in determining the strength and sign of super-
exchange are the occupancy and the orbital degeneracy of the 3d states. There
are many possible cases of superexchange interactions to consider, and the
results were summarized in the GoodenougheKanamori rules, which were
reformulated by Anderson, in a simpler way that makes it unnecessary to
consider the oxygen. Superexchange interaction is more commonly antifer-
romagnetic than ferromagnetic, because the overlap integrals are more likely
to be larger than zero (Coey, 2009).

2.6 Ferroelectricty in Spiral Magnets

The mechanisms that give rise to cross-coupling between polarization and
magnetization are very similar to those that lead to the linear magnetoelectric
effect. On a phenomenological level, this coupling is determined solely by
symmetry arguments. In particular, spatial inversion reverses the sign of
electric polarization P, while magnetization M is left unchanged. Time
reversal, in turn, will reverse the sign of M, while the sign of P remains un-
affected. This topic is explained in detail in Fuentes-Cobas et al. (2011).

The fourth-order coupling proportional to P2M2 is generally allowed by
symmetry. It gives rise to small anomalies in dielectric constants at the
magnetic transition, as this fourth-order term is typically rather weak. On the
contrary, third-order couplings of the form PMvM can have interesting con-
sequences. The third order coupling is linear in P and since it contains a single
spatial derivative, it is called Lifshitz invariant. The inhomogeneous coupling
allows for two scenarios depending on whether ferroelectric or magnetic order
occurs first in the material. If ferroelectricity occurs first, this term favors an
incommensuration of a magnetic ordering. BiFeO3, for example, is an anti-
ferromagnetic ferroelectric with a Néel temperature of w643 K and a ferro-
electric Curie temperature of w1103 K. It is a very rare example of a
multiferroic with both magnetic and ferroelectric ordering temperatures above
room temperature. The primary magnetic order in BiFeO3 is G-type antifer-
romagnetism, but, in addition, it has been reported that bulk single crystals
exhibit a superimposed cycloidal spiral magnetic ordering. Due to the rela-
tivistic origin of the Lifshitz invariant #lPLvL, that couples the Néel vector L
and the polarization P, the period of rotation is very long, namely l ¼ 620 Å. If
an inhomogeneous magnetic ordering sets in first, then a Lifshitz term in the
free energy can induce polarization (Vegte, 2010).
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What kind of magnetic order can induce polarization? For example, the
sinusoidal ordering, described by M

!
n ¼ M0 e

!
1 cosðQ

!
$ x!nÞ where e!1 is a

unit vector and Q
!

is the wave vector of the spiral, cannot give rise to polar-
ization. This can be seen by substituting this expression in the free energy that
describes the coupling between polarization and a nonuniform distribution of
magnetization in a cubic environment. On the contrary, a spiral magnetic state,
described by M

!
n ¼ M0½ e!1 cosðQ

!
$ x!nÞ þ e!2 sinðQ

!
$ x!nÞ', gives rise to po-

larization, and the induced electric polarization is orthogonal to the propa-
gation vector and lies in the spiral plane (Vegte, 2010).

2.7 DzyaloshinskiieMoriya (DM) Interaction

A special category of magnetic structures consists of those in which the pe-
riods of the “magnetic lattice” are incommensurate with the periods of the
original crystal lattice. Various mechanisms are possible for the formation of
such structures; here we shall present the mechanism considered by Landau
(2009).

A few materials with low symmetry exhibit a weak antisymmetric
coupling, the DzyaloshinskiieMoriya (DM) interaction (Dzyaloshinskii, 1958,
1964; Moriya, 1960). This is a higher-order effect, occurring between ions
already coupled by superexchange; jD/Jjz10#2. In an antiferromagnet, the
spins may be canted away from the antiferromagnetic axis by about 1(.
Antisymmetric exchange is the reason why antiferromagnets with a uniaxial
crystal structure such as MnF2, MnCO3, and a-Fe2O3 may exhibit a weak
ferromagnetic moment. In the older literature, the term parasitic ferromag-
netism is encountered for this kind of intrinsic weak ferromagnetism, because
it was thought to be due to ferromagnetic impurities. A moment only appears
when the antiferromagnetic axis is perpendicular to the crystallographic axis
of symmetry, along which D is constrained to lie. It disappears when the axes
are parallel (Coey, 2009).

The antisymmetric DM interaction is also the microscopic mechanism
involving magnetically induced ionic displacements in spiral ferroelectrics.
The DM interaction resembles the form of antisymmetric superexchange
interaction that appears in addition to the symmetric Heisenberg exchange,
ð S!i ) S

!
jÞ, due to relativistic spineorbit coupling. The DM interaction is

expressed by

HDM ¼
X

ij

D
!

ij$

!
Si
!) Sj

!
"

(10)

D
!

ijfl x!) r!ij is the so-called Dzyaloshinskii-vector, where r!ij is the

unit vector connecting the magnetic ions i and j, and x! is the distance between
the ligand (mostly oxygen) mediating the superexchange and this line as can
be seen in Figure 9. Here l is the spineorbit coupling constant. To some
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extent, the further away is the ligand from the axis connecting the magnetic
ions, the larger is the DM interaction. Being proportional to the vector product
of spins, the DM interaction favors non-collinear spin ordering (Vegte, 2010).

The DM interaction leads to several phenomena. For example, a common
feature of antiferromagnetic oxides, including the parent compound of high-
temperature superconductors La2CuO4, is the presence of canted spins on the
transition metal sublattice. With the help of the schematic picture shown in
Figure 9 we can easily explain how such a weak ferromagnetism arises from
the DM interaction (Cheong and Mostovoy, 2007).

Consider a chain of Cu2þ spins with nearest-neighbor interactions arising
from superexchange interactions via intermediate oxygen ions. The oxygen
ions are distorted from the plane formed by the Cu ions, forming a buckled sheet,
which results in an alternating Dzyaloshinskii-vector. As a consequence, the low-
temperature spin arrangement corresponds to canted antiferromagnet order rather
than a pure Néel state. At the same time, the inverse DzyaloshinskiieMoriya
mechanism can give rise to ferroelectricity in spiral magnets such as RMnO3. For

the spiral spin structure M
!

n ¼ M0½ e!1 cosðQ
!
$ x!nÞ þ e!2 sinðQ

!
$ x!nÞ', the

vector product ð S!i ) S
!

jÞ is equal for each pair of spins. Therefore, the DM

FIGURE 9 Effects of the antisymmetric DzyaloshinskiieMoriya interaction. The interaction
HDM ¼ D12$(S1 ) S2). The Dzyaloshinskii vector D12 is proportional to spineorbit coupling
constant l, and depends on the position of the oxygen ion (open circle) between two magnetic
transition metal ions (filled circles), D12 f lx ) r12. Weak ferromagnetism in antiferromagnets
(e.g., LaCu2O4 layers) results from the alternating Dzyaloshinskii vector, whereas (weak) ferro-
electricity can be induced by the exchange striction in a magnetic spiral state, which pushes
negative oxygen ions in one direction transverse to the spin chain formed by positive transition
metal ions. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials (Cheong
and Mostovoy, 2007), Copyright 2007.
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interaction pushes the O2# in one direction transverse to the chain of magnetic
ions, as a result of which electric polarization is induced.

2.8 A Note on the Modern Theory of Polarization

A particular concept that has regained focus in the representation of multi-
ferroicity is that of electric polarization. In a qualitative description, the po-
larization of a classic ferroelectric, say BaTiO3, is easy to understand if one
follows the schematic transformation shown in Figure 10. This figure shows
the transition from the nonpolar centrosymmetric structure of BaTiO3 to its
tetragonal non-centrosymmetric ferroelectric phase. From simple symmetry
considerations, one can ascertain that the opposite shifts of the Ti cations with
respect to those of the O anions lead to a global polarization.

The quantitative treatment of this subject, on the other hand, is not as
intuitive. The concept of electric dipole moment of a molecule is widely used
and can be defined as: p ¼ Sqiri. On the other hand, for a periodic array of
atoms or ions (multiferroic crystals included), there is no way to consider the
material as a single molecule.

The problems start when one asks: Where would you consider the structure
starts and ends? Does the polarization depend on the boundaries, or is there
certain magnitude owed to the atomic structure of the material itself? It is
common, for example, to evaluate the magnitude of certain property in a unit
cell and dividing it by its volume. Shouldn’t it be defined a quantity that was
computed per volume unit or per weight, for the polarization as well?

The difficulty of describing the polarization of a periodic solid is described
in classic books like the one by Purcell and Morin (2013). We summarize it,
following the explanation given by Spaldin (2012), by examining the one-
dimensional case depicted in Figure 11.

FIGURE 10 Structure of cubic perovskite compounds, such as BaTiO3. Atoms Ba, Ti, and O are
represented by gray, dark blue (dark gray in print versions), and white circles, respectively. The
vectors indicate the magnitudes of the displacements in a polarized state along x.
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In Figure 11(a) the contribution of the cations from the linear lattice to the
polarization depends on the chosen unit cell. By simple inspection, one can
assert that the dipole moments of the left and right rectangles are of the same
magnitude and opposite directions. The left rectangle has a moment per unit
length of p ¼ Sqiri/a ¼ q$â/2 and the cell at the right has a moment per unit
length of -q$â/2. The central rectangle has a zero polarization due to its
centrosymmetricity.

This paradox is addressed by the so-called Modern Theory of Polarization,
the basic concepts of which are presented below.

Let us first go to the macroscopic experimental world and revisit the
classical SawyereTower (ST) method for polarization measurement
(Figure 12).

The basic idea of the ST method is simple. A series circuit with the
sample under observation (capacitor CE) and a reference capacitor
(C0 >> CE) is activated by an AC power supply. The X and Y inputs of a
measuring oscilloscope are respectively the voltages on the ferroelectric
sample VE and on the reference capacitor VP. VE is proportional to the
electric field intensity on the ferroelectric, and VP ¼ Q/C0 is a measurement
of the polarization in the ferroelectric. Q is the free charge in C0, numerically
equal to that in CE. According to electrostatics, the surface charge density
s ¼ charge/area ¼ Q/A ¼ C0VP/A equals the polarization density of the
investigated ferroelectric. This way, measuring VP leads to knowledge of the
ferroelectric polarization condition. This experimental observation, per-
formed on an AC circuit, does not give absolute values of the polarization,
but the amplitudes of the alternating variations of this is observable. On the
other hand, The ST method is free from the ambiguities of the mentioned
“molecular dipoles” representation.

Now back to the microscopic word. Figure 11(b) represents the relative
shift of the ions under the action of an electric field. For simplicity, the anions
are considered as fixed and all the displacements are associated with the
cations. If the cations move a distance d the change in polarization per unit of

FIGURE 11 (a) One-dimensional chain of alternating anions and cations, spaced a distance a/2
apart. a is the lattice constant and â is a unit vector. The dashed lines indicate three representative
unit cells that are equally valid for calculating the polarization. (b) Under the action of an electric
field, the cations are shifted distances d to the right. Cation initial positions are colored pink. The
dipole moment change is the same in all cells.
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length is dp ¼ d$â/a. If the electric field is inverted, the cations reverse their
displacements and the dipoles variations change to dp ¼ #dâ/a. These con-
tributions to the material polarization, associated to the movements of the ions,
are independent of the cell choice and are properly comparable with the
experimental results from an ST measurement.

A more exact microscopic description of polarization requires consider-
ation of the contribution from the valence electrons. Here, again the periodical
nature of crystals requires careful analysis. Consider the following. In the same
linear lattice from Figure 11(a), let a collective transfer of one valence electron
between all horizontal anions occur. In that case, an anion from the leftdfor
exampled becomes neutral and his neighboring anion, which is at a distance
of a at his right, remains charged with the same charge as before the shift. Of
course, because of the periodicity condition, the same has happened to the rest
of the anions. This will bring a change in the dipole moment of magnitude
electron charge$distance ¼ #e$a. per unit length and adopting the electronic
charge as unitary, the change in dipole linear density is #a/a ¼ #1.

If this same hypothetical experiment is performed several times, one comes
to the conclusion that the polarization can change an entire number of times in
both directions. Nevertheless, the change in polarization from shifting an
electron a distance a is always #1. This quantity is called “the polarization
quantum” (Pq).

The bulk polarization resulting from the part associated with the off-center
movement of the ions and the electronic contribution, the change of total

FIGURE 12 Scheme of the SawyereTower method for measuring ferroelectric polarization. The
electric charges in the capacitor containing the ferroelectric represent the polarizing condition of
Figure 2(b).
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polarization between two opposite configurations, is the one that can be
compared with the experiment.

The Modern Theory of Polarization allows the computation of the quan-
tities corresponding to three dimensions. For the explanation of the exact
methodology, we refer to the original articles Van Aken et al. (2004), Resta
(1993), Vanderbilt and King-Smith (1993) and to the excellent review by Resta
and Vanderbilt (2007). The central quantities in the mentioned theory are the
ionic and electronic contributions to the polarization. According to the pre-
ceding discussion, they are defined modulo the polarization quantum Pq:

p ¼ 1

U

X
iðqixiÞions þ

1

U

X

n

ðqnrnÞWF (11)

The first term is associated to the ion shifts and the second one to the
electronic contribution (the sum is referred to the occupied electronic states
only). rn is the so-called Wannier centers, which represent the average position
of the electrons using localized Wannier orbitals (Marzari and Vanderbilt,
1997) and U is the volume of the chosen cell.

The polarization thus defined has a direct and predictive relationship to the
surface charge which accumulates at the electrodes in Figure 3, independently
from the choice of ionic basis.

2.9 Magnetoelectricity and the Electron Electric Dipole

One hot topic in particle physics is that of the electric dipole moment of the
electron. Measuring a non-null value for this magnitude would imply a
violation of the time-reversal symmetry and consequently charge-parity (CP)
violation in the universe would also be demonstrated. Mentioned issues are
related with the validation of the standard model and with the explanation of
the observed mattereantimatter asymmetry. One line of research recently
initiated in the stated problem has its basis in the analogy of underlying
physics with the magnetoelectric effect.

Figure 13 (Rushchanskii et al., 2010) describes schematically the funda-
mentals of an experiment for the search of the electron electric dipole moment.

Up to the time of this writing, performed experiments define an upper limit
for the EDM of 6.05 ) 10#25 ecm (Eckel et al., 2012).

3. REPRESENTATIVE MAGNETOELECTRIC CRYSTALS

3.1 BiFeO3 and Related Perovskites

In recent decades, the bismuth ferrite BiFeO3, also known as BFO, has
received a great deal of attention. BFO is the only single-phase material that
presents a multiferroic behavior at room temperature. Its Curie temperature
is 1093 K and its Neel temperature is 643 K (Petit, 2013). Every year,
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thousands of articles related with BFO are published worldwide. A recent
review by Ramesh (2014) delivers a vivid story of BFO’s present and future
perspectives. Fresh points of view regarding peculiarities of the Dzya-
loshinskiieMoriya interaction in BFO have been motivated by interesting
experiments showing a negative magnetostrictive magnetoelectric coupling
in BFO (Lee et al., 2013).

The structure of BFO is characterized by two distorted perovskite unit cells
(Figure 14) which are connected along its main diagonal, denoted by the
pseudocubic <111> direction to form a rhombohedral R3c unit cell (Reyes
et al., 2007).

FIGURE 13 Schematic of the physics underlying the experiment to search for the electron
electric dipole moment (EDM). The energy of electrons with EDMs parallel to the effective
electric field E_ is lower than that for electrons with antiparallel EDMs by an amount DE ¼ E*$de.
As a result, there is a population imbalance and, as the magnetic moments are oriented along the
EDM directions, a corresponding net magnetization, M. When the electric field is reversed there is
a magnetization reversal, DM, which can be detected using a sensitive magnetometer. Reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials (Rushchanskii et al., 2010).
Copyright 2010.

FIGURE 14 Structure, magnetization planes, and polarization direction of BiFeO3. Reprinted
from Chu et al. (2007). Copyright 2007, with permission from Elsevier.
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The ferroelectric behavior of BiFeO3 comes from the 6s electron pair of
bismuth, while the magnetic behavior arises from the partially filled d orbital
of iron atoms.

The Bi3þ ion has six electrons in the valence shell, thus covalent bonds
with oxygen ions occur. The 6sp hybrid bond orbital of bismuth with oxygen is
the one that generates the mentioned 6s pairs. These pairs are isolated and
shifted off center, resulting in a spontaneous polarization, while the super-
exchange interaction between Fe3þ ions accounts for the magnetic behavior.

Leakage currents in BFO limit its applicability. These currents are gener-
ated by impurity phases, multiple valence states of iron ions, and oxygen
vacancies. For example, Bi2Fe4O9, Bi25FeO40, Bi2O3, Fe2O3 secondary phases
are frequently generated. Cited problems can be solved by introducing dopants
into the sites A and B (Rojas-George et al., 2015; Silva et al., 2011, 2012).

To obtain pure phases, trivalent lanthanides such as La3þ, Nd3þ, Gd3þ,
Pr3þ, Sm3þ, and divalent cations (Sr2þ, Pb2þ, Ba2þ) can be used as dopants
(Jaffari et al., 2015) When doping with Laþ3 y Pbþ2, the formation of a sec-
ondary phase is suppressed. Particularly, when doping with Pb2þ, there is a
tendency to an arrangement from an R3c structure to a cubic Pm-3m; while
doping with Laþ3 does not affect the space group. This difference is due to the
differences in the ionic radii of Pb2þ and Bi3þ.

When introducing titanium in site B, the tendency to form a rhombohedral
crystal phase increases. The Ti4þ has a higher oxidation state than Feþ3, thus
the substitution at these sites reduces the concentration of oxygen vacancies
and hence its conductivity.

With respect to magnetic properties, BFO exhibits a type G antiferro-
magnetic behavior, plus a small net magnetization resulting from the Dzya-
loshinskiieMoriya interaction (Chu et al., 2007).

Doping with Ti has resulted in disruption of the antiferromagnetic structure,
leading to a larger overall magnetic moment. Cobalt has also been used to
destroy the antiferromagnetic order. This is due to the hypothesis of an incre-
ment in magnetization from the superexchange interaction in the row of ions
Feþ3eO#2eCoþ3. According to Sui et al. (2015) the R3c structure remains
unchanged and ferromagnetic until an atomic cobalt concentration of 0.2.

Table 3 summarizes the magnetic properties of representative doped BFOs.
The physical issues related with the magnetoelectric nature of BFO are not

exhausted. A recent single crystal neutron diffraction study of BiFeO3 (Lee
et al., 2013) leads to an alternative microscopic model for the magnetically
induced electric polarization of this key material. Figure 15 shows the BFO
structure, as observed by a neutron diffraction analysis. The most important
finding in the experiment by Lee et al. (2013) is that the magnetostrictive
coupling suppresses the electric polarization at the Fe site below the Neel
temperature.

Figure 16 compares different models that were applied to explain the
relationship between the electric polarization and the intensity of a
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TABLE 3 Effect of Selected Dopants on BFO

Dopant Effect on Properties References

Pure BFO Slightly canted antiferromagnetic Lebeugle et al. (2008)

Sr2þ Magnetization enhanced by modification
of the spin spiral

Naik and Mahendiran
(2009)

Baþ2

Sr2þe Ba2þ

Coþ3 Magnetically induced increase of
polarization and dielectric constant

Sui et al. (2015)

Pbþ2 Volatilization and leakage current control Jaffari et al. (2015)

Laþ3e Pbþ2 Stabilization of the crystal structure

Tiþ4 Increase of the magnetic coercitivity and
remnant magnetization

FIGURE 15 (a) Cycloid magnetic structure of BiFeO3 with the propagation vector Q along the
[110] direction. In this hexagonal setting, the total ferroelectric polarization (P) is pointing along
the c-axis. (b) and (c) show the temperature dependence of magnetic (101) and nuclear (03e6)
Bragg peaks. Reprinted with permission from Lee et al. (2013). Copyright 2013 by the American
Physical Society.
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representative magnetic superlattice peak. The experiment results support a
model in which magnetostriction overweights DzyaloshinskiieMoriya effect
as cause of magnetoelectricity in BFO.

3.1.1 Magnetic Phase Diagram of Strained BFO Films

The contribution by Sando et al. (2013) on strained BiFeO3 is worth being
presented. Authors perform an interesting study of the magnetic response of
strain-engineered BiFeO3 films. Using Mössbauer and Raman spectroscopies
combined with LandaueGinzburg theory and effective Hamiltonian calcula-
tions, they show that the bulk-like cycloidal spin modulation that exists at low-
compressive strain is driven toward pseudo-collinear antiferromagnetism at
high strain, both tensile and compressive. For moderate tensile strain, Sando
and collaborators observe indications of a new cycloid. The magnonic
response is thus modified, with low-energy magnon modes being suppressed
as strain increases. Strain progressively drives the average spin angle from in-
plane to out-of-plane, a property that can be used to tune the exchange bias and
giant-magnetoresistive response of spin valves (Figure 17).

3.1.2 Particle versus Spin Spiral Sizes

The peculiar magnetic behavior of BiFeO3 nanoparticles with size approach-
ing the period of the spiral spin structure (62 nm) has been characterized
by Huang et al. (2013). Figures 18 and 19 describe the findings of this
investigation.

FIGURE 16 Plot of the induced electric polarization of Fe (DPFe) against the measured intensity
of the (003) * Q magnetic superlattice peaks. The solid line represents the theoretical calculation
results based on the GinzburgeLandau free energy analysis with a negative magnetoelectric
coupling, while the dashed line shows the theoretical results expected for the case with the opposite
sign for the magnetoelectric coupling. Reprinted with permission from Lee et al. (2013). Copyright
2013 by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 19 shows the magnetization of investigated BFO nanoparticles as a
function of temperature, measured at 200 Oe after zero-field cooling (ZFC)
and also with 200 Oe field cooling (FC). There are three features worth
mentioning: (1) The splitting in the ZFC and FC magnetization curves are
observed for all the BFO nanoparticles. (2) With temperature decreasing from
300 K to 10 K, the ZFC magnetization value (MZFC) monotonically decreases
for the 170 and 83 nm BFO particles, while it first increases and then de-
creases, as a result, a broad peak appears in the ZFC curves for the BFO
particles with size less than 62 nm. (3) Except for the absence in 62 nm par-
ticles, a sharp cusp (shown in the Figure by arrows) is observed in the ZFC and
FC curves for other BFO nanoparticles.

For the particles with size close to the spiral spin period of BFO, a
structural anomaly arises, which improves the multiferroic and magnetoelec-
tric coupling properties of the material.

FIGURE 17 Magnetic phase diagram of strained BFO films. The energy of three magnetic states
(bulk-like ‘type-1’ cycloid with propagation vector along h1;#1; 0i directions, ‘type-2’ cycloid
with propagation vector along h1; 1; 0i directions, and collinear antiferromagnetic order with an-
tiferromagnetic vector close to [0, 0, 1]), relative to a fourth magnetic state, corresponding to a
collinear antiferromagnetic order with antiferromagnetic vector along in-plane [1, #1, 0] di-
rections. The stability regions of the different states are shown in colors (blue (black in print
versions): antiferromagnetic; red (dark gray in print versions): type-1 cycloid; orange (light gray in
print versions): type-2 cycloid). The different substrates used are located on top of the diagram at
their corresponding strain. Their color corresponds to the magnetic state determined from the
Mössbauer measurements. The sketches represent the different magnetic states, with spins shown
in green (gray in print versions). Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nature Materials (Sando et al., 2013). Copyright 2013.
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FIGURE 18 (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of BFO nanoparticles annealed at various tempera-
tures. (b) Annealing temperature-dependent full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (0, 1, 2) peak.
(c) The TEM image and (dee) high resolution TEM images of the 62 nm BFO particles. (f)
Parameters obtained from Rietveld refinement. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Pub-
lishers Ltd: Scientific Reports (Huang et al., 2013). Copyright 2013.
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3.2 RFeO3 Orthoferrites

Orthoferrites, with generic formula RFeO3 (R being a Rare Earth atom), have
had significant attention in the quest for multiferroics. Recent reports by Ye
and Vanderbilt (2015) and Disseler et al. (2015) are representative of the state
of the art. Here we cite in some detail the work by Ghosh et al. (2014).
Considered materials have an orthorhombic structure belonging to Pbnm space
group and show antiferromagnetic behavior, together with weak ferromagne-
tism. As they entail non-centrosymmetric cells, they are also good candidates
as ferroelectrics.

LaFeO3 is a promising type-G antiferromagnetic material which has been
doped with Gd for such purpose; resulting in La0.9Gd0.1FeO3.

It is known that, in the case of these perovskites, the rotation of FeO6

octahedra promotes buckling in the bonds FeeOeFe. This type of distortion
generates a trend toward orbital ordering on the site of the Fe3þ, which induces
a competition between s ferromagnetic orbitals and p antiferromagnetic or-
bitals. This controversy is solved by the exchange interaction between
neighboring spins along the FeeOeFe direction.

Structural investigation of LGFO suggests a distortion of the orthorhombic
perovskite at room temperature and the introduction of Rare Earths generates a
tilting of the FeO6 octahedra (see Figure 20(a)).

In this structure, the octahedra are separated from each other by layers of
Rare Earth ions. Therefore, the displacement of oxygen ions in the FeeOeFe

FIGURE 19 Magnetization as a function of temperature measured under ZFC and 200 Oe FC
conditions for BFO nanoparticles with various sizes. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Scientific Reports (Huang et al., 2013). Copyright 2013.
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line generates a smaller crystal symmetry and, subsequently, generates an
electric dipole moment; so that the magnetic exchange interaction here leads
to a magnetic equivalent of the JahneTeller effect.

The dependence of the electric polarization with the magnetic field can be
attributed to the DzyaloshinskiieMoriya (DM) antisymmetrical interaction, in
which the electric dipoles are induced by the antiferromagnetic exchange
between nearest neighbors. This can be considered as a dipolar relaxation in an
ordered magnetic state. In other words, the DM interaction induces a move-
ment of the Oxygen ions perpendicularly to the chain of magnetic ions,
providing for a perpendicular polarization as well.

To investigate the relationship between electrical and magnetic properties,
the dependence of the polarization with the magnetic field was measured.
Figure 20(b) shows the study of the magnetodielectric effect with respect to
the temperature. A very large value of #5.5% was found at 247 K and 70 kHz.
This response is a manifestation of the coupling between the spin and the
structure, as it can be interpreted as the influence of the magnetic field on the
DM interaction at the point where the inversion symmetry is broken. As a
result, a change in the charge distribution of the FeeOeFe bond, generating an
electric dipole, is induced.

3.3 A Magnetoelectric Cubic Perovskite

A recent article (Wang et al., 2015) describes an interesting case of
magnetoelectric multiferroicity in the compound LaMn3Cr4O12, which
exhibits crystallographic cubic symmetry, space group Im-3. Figure 21
shows the atomic distribution and also the orientations of atomic magnetic
moments in the investigated material. As discussed by Wang, the magne-
toelectric effect is linked with the magnetic symmetry group. The performed
structural and magnetic characterization shows that in LaMn3Cr4O12 the

FIGURE 20 Magnetoelectric effect in La0.9Gd0.1FeO3: (a) crystal structure; (b) change of the
magnetodielectric coefficient with temperature. Figure 20(b) reprinted from Ghosh et al. (2014).
Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier.
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interaction between two magnetic sublattices plays a crucial role. The
magnetic point group of the low-temperature configuration is 3, compat-
ible with magnetoelectric-multiferroicity (Table 1, present review).

3.4 Double Perovskites

The recent reports by Masud et al. (2015) and Yi et al. (2015) exemplify the
international research effort that is being performed in relation with the family
of double perovskites. The multiferroic behavior in the double-perovskite
Lu2MnCoO6 has been investigated in detail by (Yáñez-Vilar et al., 2011). This
material possesses a net electric polarization strongly coupled to a net
magnetization below 35 K.

The reported investigation demonstrates that Lu2MnCoO6 is a multiferroic
oxide, showing magnetic order below 43 K, and ferroelectricity below 35 K
that is strongly coupled to a net magnetism (Figures 22e24).

FIGURE 21 (a) Schematics of crystal structure of LMCO with space group Im-3. (b) NPD
patterns at selected temperatures. The indexed (111) and (100) peaks arise from the AFM ordering
of the B-site Cr sublattice and the A’-site Mn sublattice, respectively. (c) and (d) Temperature
dependence of the integrated NPD intensities of (111) and (100) peaks, respectively. (e) and (f) G-
type AFM structure of the B-site Cr sublattice and the A’-site Mn sublattice with spin orientation
along the [111] direction, respectively. (g) A complete set of spin alignment composed of Cr and
Mn spins below TMn. For clarity, La and O atoms are omitted in the structures. Blue (black in print
versions) ball, Cr atom; red (gray in print versions) ball, Mn atom. Reprinted with permission from
Wang et al. (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physical Society.
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FIGURE 22 Derived [[YYMn4þ S ¼ 3/2 and Co2þ S ¼ 3/2 spin orientations along the c-axis at
T ¼ 4 K. Domain boundaries refer to the boundary between [[ and YY. Two scenarios (left and
right) for the location of domain boundaries are shown, along with possible resulting electric
polarizations P. In the a-b plane, an additional slow and incommensurate modulation of the spins
occurs such that k ¼ (0.0223(8),0.0098(7),0.5). Reprinted with permission from Yáñez-Vilar et al.
(2011). Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society.

FIGURE 23 Monoclinic crystal structure of Lu2MnCoO6 showing the tilted oxygen octahedra
surrounding alternating Mn4þ (dark blue (dark gray in print versions)) and Co2þ (light blue (light
gray in print versions)) ions. Yellow (white in print versions) Lu ions are also shown. Oxygen ions
are small red (gray in print versions) dots at the corners of the octahedra, and Lu ions are the
largest yellow (white in print versions) balls interstitial between the octahedra. Reprinted with
permission from Yáñez-Vilar et al. (2011). Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society.
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3.5 Aurivillius Phases

Aurivillius phases, crystals formed by perovskite octahedra “sandwiched”
among bismuth oxide layers, continue under scrutiny as promising candidates
for room-temperature magnetoelectric multiferroics. Recent reports on neo-
dymium and cobalt co-doped four-layer Aurivillius phase (Zhang et al., 2015),
Bi4LaTi3FeO15 (Ti et al., 2015) and Bi4NdTi3Fe0.7Co0.3O15 (Chen et al.,
2015b), illustrate current tendencies in this branch. Here we divulge the
characteristic results obtained by Chen et al., 2015b.

Bi4NdTi3Fe0.7Co0.3O15 is a four-layer Aurivillius phase with orthorhombic
symmetry. The electric and magnetic hysteresis loops in Figure 25(a) and (b)

FIGURE 24 (a) Measured change in electric polarization with time, dP/dt as a function of
magnetic field H for various temperatures “T” during a rapid magnetic-field pulse for the geometry
P \ H. Before measuring dP/dt, the sample was poled by applying an electric field of 2 MV/m in
zero magnetic field while cooling from 70 K to the intended measuring temperature, at which point
the electric field was removed and both sides of the sample were shorted. The inset shows data up
to 60 T for P parallel and perpendicular to H at 4 K, with a 2 MV/m poling voltage. (b) P(H)
determined by integrating the data in (a). The inset shows P(H ¼ 0 T) # P(H ¼ 15 T) as a function
of temperature. Reprinted with permission from Yáñez-Vilar et al. (2011). Copyright 2011 by the
American Physical Society.
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demonstrate the multiferroic nature of the considered material. Figure 26(a)
and (b) present the nonlinear magnetization curves with insets that show
the dependence of the magnetodielectric (MD) effect as a function of the
magnetization. An interesting result of this experiment is the finding that the
MD coefficient is linear with M4.

3.6 Doped ZnO

Zinc oxide is a well-known n-type semiconductor with a wide band gap of
3.5 eV. When ZnO is doped with transition metals (TM), it is considered a part
of a group of materials known as “diluted magnetic semiconductors” (DMS).
They have several degrees of freedom in their charge and spin, thus they
deserve ample interest in the scientific community.

A recent, interesting report by Sharma et al. (2014) describes the ferro-
electric, ferromagnetic, and magnetoelectric properties of pure and doped
ZnO. Applied dopants were Ni, Li, and Mg. Here we summarize the
magnetoelectric results.

FIGURE 25 (a) PeE hysteresis loops and (b) magnetic hysteresis loop of BNTFC ceramic
measured at room temperature. Reprinted from Chen et al. (2015b). Copyright 2015, with
permission from Elsevier.

FIGURE 26 Behavior of the magnetodielectric coefficient, as a function of the magnetization,
for BNTFC ceramic measured at room temperature. Reprinted from Chen et al. (2015b). Copyright
2015, with permission from Elsevier.
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Magnetoelectric measurements were realized by a dynamic method. The
results obtained for the practical magnetoelectric coefficient a are presented in
Figure 27. It is seen that the samples doped with Ni and Mg showed plots that
were closer to the ideal parabolic shape.

3.7 TbMnO3 and Its Cycloidal Spin Ordering

TbMnO3 (TMO) is representative of cycloidal spin ordering. At low temper-
atures, collinear sinusoidal antiferromagnetic spin ordering arises. Further
cooling causes a bc-plane cycloidal (transverse-spiral) spin ordering with
magnetically induced spontaneous polarization along the c-axis. A schematic
drawing of the spin configuration and the temperature-dependent evolution of
physical properties in TMO are presented in Figure 28, originally from
(Kimura et al., 2003) and divulged in the review by Lu et al. (2015).

4. SINGLE-PHASE POLYCRYSTAL MAGNETOELECTRICS

4.1 Macroscopic Anisotropy of Magnetoelectric Polycrystals

The physical properties of a polycrystalline material are similar to those of a
single crystal, modulated by a combination of factors. Among these factors,
crystallographic texture is one of the most important ones (Bunge, 2013; Cha-
teigner, 2013; Wenk and Van Houtte, 2004). Connectivity (Behera et al., 2015),

FIGURE 27 Magnetoelectric coupling for pure and doped ZnO. Reprinted from Sharma et al.
(2014). Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier.
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morphologic texture (Ahmed et al., 2015), and stereography (Bunge et al.,
2000) are recognized (and linked among them) factors that can also exert a
decisive influence on polycrystal properties. The structure and physical
properties of textured polycrystals are analyzed in an Appendix to the present
chapter.

In order for a given sample to exhibit anisotropic macroscopic ME prop-
erties, two necessary conditions must be fulfilled. The first one is that the
individual crystallites possess intrinsically an anisotropic ME property tensor.
But, in a polycrystalline aggregate, this intrinsic anisotropy of the crystals can
be revealed at the macroscopic scale of the specimen only in the presence of
texture. We can then distinguish four different types of samples:

l Randomly oriented specimen with isotropic ME crystallites (isotropic
sample).

FIGURE 28 Schematic drawings of (a) cycloidal and (b) transverse conical spin ordering. (c)
Collinear sinusoidal spin ordering as TC < T < TN (up), and spiral-spin-ordering as T < TC in
multiferroic TbMnO3. Temperature-dependent magnetization and specific heat (d), and sponta-
neous polarization (e) along different axes in TbMnO3. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature (Kimura et al., 2003). Copyright 2003.
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l Textured specimen with isotropic ME crystallites (textured isotropic
sample).

l Randomly oriented specimen with anisotropic ME crystallites (isotropized
sample).

l Textured specimen with anisotropic ME crystallites (anisotropic sample).

The idea of texture includes both morphological and crystallographic
textures, since a specimen with randomly oriented crystals but with aniso-
tropically aligned grain shapes (morphological texture) can still be macro-
scopically anisotropic. For instance, in an isotropized sample, with a strong
morphological texture and in absence of crystallographic texture, the inter-
action between neighboring grains can result in mechanically anisotropic
properties. The term quasi-isotropic is sometimes used for isotropized
samples (Welzel et al., 2005) but the term “quasi” tends to suggest would let
imagine that anisotropy is quite eliminated but not entirely. The latter term
has the advantage, to our opinion, not to mislead the interpretation, but to
clearly state that the elaboration method has given the specimen a full
isotropic character. In the case of ME properties, demagnetization effects
due to crystallite shapes might also influence the ME tensor.

As a general trend, theoretical simulation aims at providing some
methodology to model the macroscopic ME property, aM, from the micro-
scopic, intrinsic properties of the individual (meso- or nano-) crystallites, a,
described above. The former tensor is obviously of the same rank as the
latter (Fuentes-Cobas and Fuentes-Montero, 2008; Nye, 1985). The link
between these two quantities is largely influenced by preferred orientations,
in a general meaning, that is including crystallographic and morphological
textures.

Next we present a representative experimental investigation of textured
single-phase magnetoelectric multiferroics and a set of simulated studies
of textured magnetoelectric polycrystals. We try to deliver a bird’s eye view
of the diversity of effects that texture introduces in polycrystal
magnetoelectricity.

4.2 Experimental Investigation of Textured Magnetoelectric
Thin Films

Here we describe the results obtained by Raymond et al. (2014) on
Pb(Fe0.5Nb0.5)O3 thin films. Mentioned authors have successfully grown
highly textured single-phase multiferroic PFN thin films on SRO/Si substrates
by RF magnetron sputtering. So-obtained PFN thin films exhibit ferroelectric
properties comparable with those reported for epitaxial PFN thin films grown
by PLD. Ferroelectricity coexists with a new ferromagnetic structure typical of
spin-glass-like materials at temperatures below 50 K. Obtained ferroelectric
and magnetic properties are exploitable (Figures 29e31).
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4.3 Single-Phase Polycrystal Magnetoelectrics: In Silico Case
Studies

In this section we model hypothetical textures and simulate the orientation-
dependent ME tensors of the textured polycrystals using several averaging
techniques. The objective of the presentation is to divulge the interesting
spectrum of effects that texture exerts in the magnetoelectricity of poly-
crystalline materials.

FIGURE 29 Structural and morphological characterization of a PFN(110)/SRO(110)/SiOx/
Si(111) film system: (a) XRD patterns of PFN films of different thicknesses (inset: a zoom of the
(110) reflection); (b) a representative AFM topography image of the top surface; (c) a represen-
tative cross-sectional TEM micrograph (inset: a zoom of the PFN/SRO interface is shown on the
right, where the white line is a visual guide; an electron diffraction pattern of the PFN film is
shown on the left). (d) PFN structural simulation of a [1, #1, #1] projection (bottom), and of the
four possibilities where the spontaneous polarization Ps[111] can be located (top), with respect to
the out-of-plane [110] preferential orientation. Reprinted from Raymond et al. (2014). Copyright
2014, with permission from Elsevier.
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The following software packages are applied:

l SAMZ (Fuentes-Cobas et al., 2013) http://crystal.cimav.edu.mx/samz/

SAMZ represents axially symmetric textures by means of inverse pole
figures (IPFs) and calculates the Voigt, Reuss, and Hill approximations.
IPFs are represented by MarcheDollase and by Gaussian distributions.
Considered properties are those associated to second, third, and fourth rank
tensors. It displays the IPF and the longitudinal properties surfaces for the
investigated single- and textured polycrystals.

l MAUD (Lutterotti et al., 2004) http://www.ing.unitn.it/wmaud/

MAUD started as a diffraction/reflectivity analysis program mainly
based on the Rietveld method. Nowadays it has grown to solve a great

FIGURE 30 Magnetic properties: (a) field cooled (FC) and zero-field cooled (ZFC) magnetization
curves of SRO/Si and PFN/SRO/Si systems; (b)magnetizationversusmagnetic field (MeH) loops of
the PFN/SRO/Si system at different temperatures around 20 K; and (c,d) MeH loops at 5 and 30 K,
respectively, of the PFN/SRO/Si systemwith PFN films of 180 and 270 nm thickness compared with
the MeH loop of the SRO/Si substrate. The loop marked by diamond symbols is a subtraction of the
PFN(180 nm)/SRO/Si sample loop from that corresponding to the PFN(270 nm)/SRO/Si sample.
Reprinted from Raymond et al. (2014). Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier.
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FIGURE 31 Magnetoelectric coupling (MEC) effects in the Au/PFN/SRO/Si system (PFN film
135 nm thick): (a) a representative full PeE loop measured without and with an out-of-plane
applied magnetic field of 25 kOe at 4 K; hysteresis parameters Pmax, Pr, Ec behavior as functions
of (b) the applied magnetic field at 4 and 75 K and (c) the temperature under a magnetic field of
0 and 25 kOe. All PeE loops were measured at Emax ¼ 889 kV cm#1 (12 V). Reprinted from
Raymond et al. (2014). Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier.
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diversity of crystallographic problems, including the calculation of
average properties for textured polycrystals. MAUD applies the
ReusseVoigt, arithmetic, and geometric mean models. The texture of the
simulated samples is represented by means of their (direct) pole figures
(PFs). The 1 (rolling), 2 (transverse), and 3 (normal) directions of the
sample being respectively the vertical and horizontal axes of the pole
figure planes, and the centers of the pole figures. Texture components are
modeled using standard functions (Matthies et al., 1987).
Our first case study refers to a textured Cr2O3 polycrystal at 4.2 K, with

different orientation distributions. The single-crystal case was presented in the
section about the MPOD web application.

Figure 32(a) and (b) represent the results of simulations for a fiber texture
with crystal c-axes aligned preferentially along sample direction 3, with a
(relatively sharp) Gaussian distribution of 30( FWHM. As shown in the
calculated matrices, as well as in the VoigteReusseHill (VRH) plots
(Figure 32(b)), the polycrystal exhibits practically the same axially symmetric
magnetoelectric behavior as the single crystal. The different approximations
and computer treatments produce similar results.

The following matrices compare the magnetoelectric tensors of a Cr2O3

single crystal with the ones corresponding to a [crystal 001 \ sample 3di-
rection] texture, with FWHM ¼ 30( (values in ps/m). Calculations performed
by MAUD.

Single crystal Voigt average Geometric average2

4
0:73 0 0
0 0:73 0
0 0 0:23

3

5

2

4
0:71 0 0
0 0:71 0
0 0 0:28

3

5

2

4
0:69 0 0
0 0:69 0
0 0 0:26

3

5

Figure 33 represents selected pole figures for a Cr2O3 textured polycrystal
with crystal a-, b-, and c-axes preferentially oriented along the 1, 2, and 3
sample axes respectively and keeping the same Gaussian distribution width

FIGURE 32(a) MAUD modeled 300 and 002 pole figures. Cr2O3 polycrystal. Axial Gaussian
[crystal 001 \ sample 3direction] texture, FWHM ¼ 30(.
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FWHM ¼ 30( (Figure 32(a)). Tensor averaging gives the same values as for
the fiber case.

This interesting result is due to the axially symmetric tensor character.
Practically speaking, this would mean that, for example, epitaxial-like re-
lationships in thin film elaboration would not be required from the orientation
point of view only.

Inclining the Cr2O3 crystals c-axis by 45( from both 1 and 3 sample
axes (Figure 34), a clear tendency to isotropization of the tensor is observed.
This same effect would also be produced by randomization of part of the
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FIGURE 32(b) Magnetoelectric longitudinal modulus for Cr2O3 single- and sharp-textured
polycrystal. Calculations performed by SAMZ. The values at polar angle f ¼ 0 and p/2 represent,
respectively, a33 and a11. Compare with Figure 5 and with the given matrices.

FIGURE 33 Cr2O3 polycrystal (0,0,0) spherical texture component with 30( Gaussian FWHM.
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crystals in the sample volume and/or enlargement of the FWHM of the dis-
tribution of orientations.

Cr2O3 off-centered texture magnetoelectric matrices (MAUD).

Voigt average Geometric average2

4
0:6 #0:1 #0:1
#0:1 0:6 #0:15
#0:15 #0:15 0:49

3

5

2

4
0:58 #0:1 #0:15
#0:1 0:58 #0:15
#0:15 #0:15 0:47

3

5

Our second case study refers to K2[FeCl5(H2O)], a material also presented
in the MPOD section, above. We first consider fiber textures. Figure 35 and
accompanying matrices represent the evolution of the magnetoelectric tensor
of this material as the orientation distribution width increases. Calculations, in
the Voigt approximation, were performed with program SAMZ.

As expected, for all fiber textures the property surface shows axial
symmetry.

It is worth noting that for the sharp axial texture (FWHM ¼ 10():
ha11i ¼ ha22i ¼ 0.398 z 0.5(a11 þ a22)
ha33i z a33.
When the width of the orientation distribution grows significantly, all the

elements in the magnetoelectric matrix tend to the arithmetic average of the
three diagonal elements.

The pole figures in Figure 36 represent a K2[FeCl5(H2O)] polycrystal with
(0,0,0) spherical Lorentzian texture, 50( FWHM.

For this hypothetical polycrystal, the output from program MAUD is the
following set of magnetoelectric matrices.

Single crystal Voigt average Geometric average2

4
0:71 0 0
0 0:08 0
0 0 1:17

3

5

2

4
0:69 0 0
0 0:29 0
0 0 0:98

3

5

2

4
0:58 0 0
0 0:14 0
0 0 0:80

3

5

The polycrystal property preserves the single crystal orthorhombic sym-
metry. The difference between the Voigt and the geometric averages is
noticeable. This is an expression of the importance of sample’s stereography.

FIGURE 34 Cr2O3 polycrystal off-centered texture pole figures.
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In the considered case the effect is highly visible because the crystals are
extremely anisotropic.

Our last case study focuses on LiCoPO4. Figure 37 above shows the single-
crystal magnetoelectric longitudinal surface. The magnetic point group mmm0

(significantly different from m0m0m0 of K2[FeCl5(H2O)]) leads to interesting
features for this system.
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FIGURE 35 Magnetoelectricity in fiber textures of K2[FeCl5(H2O)]. Values in ps/m. Crystal
magnetic point group m0m0m0.
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The magnetoelectric matrix is as follows:

f ¼

2

4
0 18:4 0

30:6 0 0
0 0 0

3

5 ps=m T ¼ 4:2 K

Qualitatively, as well as mathematically, one finds that fiber textures of the
types previously considered show no magnetoelectric effect.

Sharp orthorhombic textures exhibit magnetoelectricity, with tensor and
surface figures that weaken and tend to collapse as the orientation distribution
broadens. This kind of polycrystal magnetoelectrics has been analyzed in
detail by Fuentes (1998) and Fuentes et al. (2006). Figure 37 shows repre-
sentative magnetoelectric longitudinal surfaces for LiCoPO4 single crystal and
a virtual textured polycrystal.

FIGURE 36 Pole figures of a K2[FeCl5(H2O)] polycrystal. Crystal a-, b-, and c-axes pre-
ferentially oriented along the 1, 2 and 3 sample axes, respectively. Lorentzian texture with
FWHM ¼ 50(.

FIGURE 37 Single- and polycrystal longitudinal magnetoelectric surfaces for LiCoPO4. The
external surface corresponds to the single crystal. The considered ODF is composed by a Gaussian
component at the origin of the Euler space, with an FWHM of 30(.
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The question of magnetoelectricity in textured polycrystals, in order to
beneficiate of maximum tensor coefficients, strongly depends on types and
widths of the texture components, and of the initial, single crystal ME tensor.
This last factor depends in a significant manner on crystal magnetic symmetry.
Texture and single crystal property measurements are the prerequisite keys for
a good estimate of sample’s macroscopic ME properties.

5. COMPOSITE MAGNETOELECTRICS

5.1 General Issues on Magnetoelectric Composites

At present, the research area of magnetoelectric composites involves (1)
particulate, (2) laminate, and (3) thin films systems of piezoelectric and
magnetostrictive materials. Although laminated magnetoelectric composites
exhibit larger magnetoelectric response, powder technology provides advan-
tages such as cost effectiveness, easy fabrication process, better control of the
process parameters, and fabrication of large volumes (Brosseau et al., 2010).
From the point of view of the dynamics of the applied electric and magnetic
fields, three frequency ranges are of interest: low frequencies, tens and hun-
dreds of kHz, and RF and microwave frequencies. In laminates with di-
mensions in the order of a few mm, the electromechanical resonance is
exploited, in the range of tens to hundreds of kHz, to increase the magneto-
electric coefficients, while in the RF and microwave range of frequencies,
ferromagnetic resonance is exploited to increase the magnetoelectric co-
efficients. In single crystal films with nanometric dimensions, the magneto-
acoustic resonance is exploited to increase the magnetoelectric coefficients. In
this latter case, the small dimensions of the films and devices allow to tune the
electromechanical resonance frequency with the ferromagnetic resonance
frequency in the GHz region, that is, in the system, two resonance phenomena
operate simultaneously, and this enables, in principle, to obtain a giant
magnetoelectric effect.

The values of the magnetoelectric coefficients, obtained with the help of
the electromechanical resonance, are always greater than the values obtained
at low frequencies. In the electromechanical resonance, a longitudinal orien-
tation is used when the applied magnetic field is parallel to the electrical
poling direction, or a transverse orientation is used when the applied magnetic
field is perpendicular to the electrical poling direction. The magnetoelectric
coefficients are higher for the transverse orientation than for the longitudinal
orientation, which is due to two factors: 1) higher energy losses for magnetic
fields with longitudinal orientation due to eddy currents appearing at the plated
electrodes, 2) influence of the demagnetizing field in the longitudinal orien-
tation, which reduces the magnetic piezo-module.

From the viewpoint of the measurements, the magnetoelectric effect can be
measured by applying a magnetic (electric) field and measuring the electric
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polarization (magnetization). Moreover, some researchers extracted the
magnetoelectric coefficients from measurements of the dielectric permittivity
and/or magnetic permeability, and on theoretical considerations (Bartkowska,
2015). In this last case, it is assumed that the magnetoelectric effect is
somehow implicit in the behavior of the dielectric permittivity and the mag-
netic permeability with temperature, frequency, and so on.

The phenomenon of magnetostriction is present in most of the known
magnetically ordered materials. As the magnetostriction property is described
by a fourth rank polar tensor, it must be exhibited by all crystal classes. On the
other side, as the piezomagnetic effect is described by a third rank axial tensor,
then, by symmetry considerations, the piezomagnetic effect is not required to
be present in all crystal classes and its property matrix can become null by the
action of specific symmetry operations. As the most prevalent form of mag-
netoelastic coupling is magnetostriction, the strains (εij) induced by an external
magnetic field (H) most frequently depend quadratically on the field strength,
rather than linearly. This is the definition of magnetostriction, that is,
εij ¼ QijklHkHl, where Qijkl are the magnetostriction coefficients (Bichurin and
Petrov, 2014). This fact makes the product property, the magnetoelectric ef-
fect, in the piezoelectricemagnetostrictive composites, a nonlinear effect
unlike the single-phase materials where the magnetoelectric effect is a linear
effect over a wide range of values of the magnetic or electric field. Also the
magnetoelectric effect in these composites shows a hysteretic behavior. This
makes the applications of such composites difficult in linear devices. Linearity
in such composites is achieved by applying a bias magnetic field across them
so that the magnetoelectric effect over a short range around this bias field can
be approximated as a linear effect. The hysteretic nature of this effect can be
made use of in memory devices, for which there is no necessity of a bias
magnetic field (Ryu, 2002).

In magnetoelectric nanocomposites, two key issues have been hotly
debated in the field: the strength of the coupling between polarization and
magnetization mechanisms and the role of interface. There has been an
ongoing interest in the nature of structural transformations in nanoparticles (of
typical size below 100 nm) systems under high pressure. Indeed, pressure
offers the opportunity to drastically modify the electronic, magnetic, or ther-
momechanical properties of magnetoelectric nanocomposites. In experiments
on multiferroic materials, it has been observed that the anomalies in the
permittivity that occur at the onset or with changes in the magnetic order are
generally associated with lattice distortions. This suggests that the magneto-
electric coupling proceeds via the lattice atomic displacements. For example,
varying the degree of strain can be realized by choosing different orientations
of the substrate which yields different phase morphologies in self-assembled
epitaxial nanocomposite films. Related to this effect, the question of the role of
compaction pressure as a mechanism to modify the magnetoelectric properties
via the microstructure has not been addressed in detail. The difficulty in
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controlling the bulk magnetoelectric property of granular nanocomposites is
rooted in the complexity of the electric and magnetic dipoles properties of
interfaces of these strongly correlated materials (Brosseau et al., 2010;
Espinosa-Almeyda et al., 2011, 2014).

Finally, in Fuentes-Cobas et al. (2011) several experimental results about
magnetoelectric composites, particularly different structures of laminate
composites and magnetoelectric enhancement by resonance were reviewed,
and readers are advised to review it.

5.2 Magnetoelectric Coefficients Measurement Methods

In Fuentes-Cobas et al. (2011) the measurement of the magnetoelectric
coupling coefficients by the static, quasistatic, dynamic, and pulsed dynamic
methods, as well as the theories of measurement by in-dynamic and pulsed
dynamic methods were described, and readers interested in these topics are
referred to this earlier review article.

The debate over the origin of the magnetoelectric effect continues today,
with some researchers suggesting to probe the magnetoelastic coupling be-
tween the magnetostrictive and piezoelectric phases from the measurement of
the effective complex permittivity ε and magnetic permeability m since these
quantities are the standard source of information on the response to external
electric and magnetic fields (Brosseau et al., 2010).

In Bartkowska (2015), based on measurements of the temperature
dependence of the dielectric permittivity and on theoretical considerations,
the values of the magnetoelectric coupling coefficient (g) were calculated.
In this article measurements are presented of temperature dependence of
the dielectric response of multiferroic composites as a function of temper-
ature, in the range from 300 to 780 K, for different frequencies of an
applied electric field, for the multiferroic ceramics PSZTCeNiZn and
PBZTNeNiZ, where PBZTN ¼ Pb0.90Ba0.10(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 þ 2 at % Nb2O5

and PSZTC ¼ Pb0.94Sr0.06(Zr0.46Ti0.54)O3 þ 0.25 at% Cr2O3 and NiZ ¼
nickelezinc ferrite. For the determination of the magnetoelectric coupling
coefficient, two order parameters were imposed on each subsystem (piezo-
electric and magnetostrictive): Si and ui, where Si represents the classical
Heisenberg spin for magnetic interaction and ui is the electrical displacement
for an electrical polar. The displacement ui is proportional to the local
spontaneous polarization p perpendicular to electronic spin Si. In addition,
Bartkowska also took into account the coupling interaction between the
ferroelectric and magnetic subsystems. He concluded that the ferroelec-
triceferromagnetic composite PSZTCeNiZn showed greater values of
magnetoelectric coupling coefficient, than the composite PBZTNeNiZn and
that this means that the composition of the ferroelectric part of the multi-
ferroic composite influences the interaction among ferroelectric and ferro-
magnetic subsystems.
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Magnetostrictive strain and magnetization curves of trilayered composites
were experimentally determined by the quasi-static and the dynamic methods
respectively at 1 and 1000 Hz (Zhang and Gao, 2015). They investigated the
influence of hysteresis and temperature on the magnetoelectric effect of the
trilayered composites, using a nonlinear dynamic hysteretic model they simu-
lated by Finite Element Method including the elastic, magnetostrictive, and
thermal strain in the magnetostrictive layers. The increment of temperature due
to the magnetic hysteresis loss was also investigated. The effect of the temper-
ature, the AC magnetic field and the bias field on the induced electric field, and
themagnetoelectric effect were studied. The author concluded that the bigger the
magnetic frequency, the larger the energy loss of the ME composites, while the
initial temperature has little effect on the induced electric field at low magnetic
field region, but significant effect on the induced electric field at high magnetic
field region. Figure 38 shows the comparisons of magnetostrictive strain and
magnetization hysteresis loops between the theoretical results and the experi-
mental data from (Slaughter et al., 2000) for measurements at 1 and 1000 Hz by
the quasistatic and the dynamic methods, respectively.

5.3 Magnetoelectric Effect Enhancement in Composites
by Resonances

Electromechanical, ferromagnetic, and magnetoacoustic resonances allow the
magnetoelectric coefficients to increase in orders of magnitude with respect to
the static and low frequency values. Additionally, the high frequency applied
electric and magnetic fields allow a faster response in applications. In
Fuentes-Cobas et al. (2011) electromechanical resonance in laminate com-
posites is discussed, and readers are advised to review it.

FIGURE 38 Comparison of magnetostrictive strain and magnetization curves between experi-
mental data (Slaughter et al., 2000) and theoretical prediction (Zhang and Gao, 2015) in quasistatic
and dynamic cases. Reprinted from Zhang and Gao (2015). Copyright 2015, with permission from
Elsevier.
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5.4 Electromechanical Resonance

Because the magnetoelectric effect in composites is due to mechanically
coupled piezoelectric and magnetostrictive phases, it sharply increases in
the vicinity of the electromechanical resonance frequency. Therefore, a
resonance enhancement of magnetoelectric interactions is observed at fre-
quencies corresponding to electromechanical resonance and the magneto-
electric coefficient value in the electromechanical resonance region exceeds
the low frequency value by more than an order of magnitude. The peak
transverse magnetoelectric coefficient at electromechanical resonance is
larger than the longitudinal one due to eddy current losses and demagneti-
zation fields. The mechanical oscillations of a magnetoelectric composite can
be induced either by alternating magnetic or electric fields. If the length of
the electromagnetic wave exceeds the spatial size of the composite by some
orders of magnitude, then it is possible to neglect gradients of the electric and
magnetic fields within the sample volume. The resonance enhancement of
magnetoelectric effect in the vicinity of the electromechanical resonance
frequency depends on the composite shape and on the orientation of applied
electric and magnetic fields. Figure 39(a) and (b) shows the frequency
dependence of the magnetoelectric voltage coefficients for the transverse and
longitudinal orientation of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, for a
bilayer of nickel ferrite and lead zirconate titanate for the longitudinal mode
of a narrow plate of 7.3 mm in length, Q ¼ 105, and a lead zirconate titanate
volume fraction of 0.6. Q is a factor determined experimentally. It can be
seen that there is a good agreement between calculation (solid line) and data

FIGURE 39 Frequency dependence of magnetoelectric voltage coefficients for (a) the transverse
and (b) the longitudinal orientation for a bilayer of nickel ferrite and lead zirconate titanate.
Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media (Bichurin and Petrov,
2014). Copyright 2014.
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(points). High resonance frequency in the range of hundreds of kHz is
observed. A similar behavior can be observed for the longitudinal mode in
the radial direction for a disc-shaped bilayer. A key drawback for magne-
toelectric effect at longitudinal modes is that the frequencies are quite high,
on the order of hundreds of kHz, for nominal sample dimensions. In these
cases the eddy current losses for the magnetostrictive phase can be quite high
at such frequencies, in particular for transition metals and alloys and earth
rare alloys such as Terfenol-D, resulting in an inefficient magnetoelectric
energy conversion. In order to reduce the operating frequency, one must
therefore increase the laminate size which is inconvenient for any applica-
tions. An alternative for getting a strong magnetoelectric coupling is the
resonance enhancement at bending modes of the composite. For the bending
mode, the resonance frequency of the applied ac field can be reduced to tens
of kHz, and so the eddy current losses are also reduced. The lowest resonance
frequency is expected for the bilayer clamped at one end. One expects
bending motion to occur at decreasing frequencies with increasing bilayer
length or decreasing thickness. Recent investigations have showed a giant
magnetoelectric effect at bending modes in several layered structures
(Bichurin and Petrov, 2014).

In Chen et al. (2015a) bending oscillations were excited in an FeNi-PZT-
FeCuNiSiB trilayered composite with asymmetric magnetic layers, taking
advantage of the flexural deformation caused by the asymmetric stress distri-
bution in the FeNi-PZT-FeCuNiSiB composite. For comparison, Figure 40
shows the measured ME voltage coefficients of symmetric FeNi-PZT-FeNi
trilayered composite (a), symmetric FeCuNiSiB-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayered
composite (b), and asymmetric FeNi-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayered composite (c),
as the function of frequency ( f ) in the range of 1e200 kHz at Hdc ¼ 46 Oe. For

FIGURE 40 The dependence of the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient on the magnetic field
frequency (f) at Hdc ¼ 46 Oe for the FeNi-PZT-FeNi trilayer (a), FeCuNiSiB-PZT-FeCuNiSiB
trilayer (b), and FeNi-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayer (c). f1 and f2 are the resonance frequencies of the
FeNi-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayer. Reprinted from Chen et al. (2015a). Copyright 2015, with
permission from Elsevier.
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the symmetric FeNi-PZT-FeNi and FeCuNiSiB-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayers,
only one resonance peak appears at a longitudinal frequency higher than
100 kHz. However, for the asymmetric FeNi-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayer two
remarkable resonance peaks are observed: one at the bending resonance fre-
quency f1 ¼ 38.8 kHz and the other at the longitudinal resonance frequency
f2 ¼ 163.2 kHz, respectively. The magnetic field frequency dependence of ME
voltage coefficient of the FeNi-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayer is distinct from those
of FeNi-PZT-FeNi and FeCuNiSiB-PZT-FeCuNiSiB trilayers. This can be
attributed to the fact that the different magnetostriction properties of FeCu-
NiSiB and FeNi lead to the asymmetric stress distribution in the FeNi-PZT-
FeCuNiSiB composite. Correspondingly, the additional bending resonance
mode appears. The result provides the possibility of implementing FeNi-
PZTeF-CuNiSiB trilayers in multifunctional devices with multifrequency
operation.

It is also possible to achieve an enhancement of the magnetoelectric effect
using electromechanical shear modes. In this case the strength of the
magnetoelectric interactions in a magnetostrictive-piezoelectric film on a
substrate, in the electromechanical region, is weaker than for thick film bi-
layers due to the strong clamping effects of the substrate.

5.5 Magnetic Resonance

Magnetoelectric composites also offer important applications in the micro-
wave range, as electrically tunable microwave phase shifters, devices based
on ferromagnetic resonance, magnetically controlled electroeoptical and/or
piezoelectric devices, and electrically readable magnetic (ME) memories
(Bichurin and Petrov, 2014). In this frequency range, the magnetoelectric
effect reveals itself as a change in the magnetic permeability under an
external electric field. In a magnetoelectric composite of ferrite and piezo-
electric phases, the electric field can induce a shift of the ferromagnetic
resonance field, when using frequencies corresponding to ferromagnetic
resonance range (GHz). Figure 41 shows the calculated electric-field
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility at 9.3 GHz for bilayers of lithium
ferriteelead zirconate titanate (LFO-PZT), nickel ferriteelead zirconate
titanate (NFO-PZT), and yttrium iron garnetelead zirconate titanate (YIG-
PZT). The static magnetic field H corresponds to the resonance field for
E ¼ 0 (Bichurin et al., 2002).

5.6 Magnetoacoustic Resonance

Very strong magnetoelectric interactions occur in a single-crystal ferritee
piezoelectric bilayer when the electromechanical and ferromagnetic reso-
nances overlap. In such bilayers, the magnetoelectric interactions are mediated
by mechanical strain, and the theory predicts efficient transfer of energy
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between phonons, spin waves, and electric and magnetic fields at magneto-
acoustic resonance. According to the theory, ultrahigh magnetoelectric
coefficients, on the order of 80e480 V/cm Oe at 5e10 GHz, are expected for
nickel ferriteePZT and yttriumeiron garnetePZT bilayers. The effects of
exchange interactions on magnetoacoustic resonance are included. Both the
direct magnetoelectric effects and electric field-induced magnetic excitations
are important. The magnetoacoustic resonance is also of importance for the
realization of multifunctional magnetoelectric nanosensors/transducers oper-
ating at microwave frequencies. The bilayer composite is schematically shown
in Figure 42, with ferrite and piezoelectric single crystal layers. The ferrite
layer is supposed to be in a saturated single-domain state. The bias field is
assumed to be applied perpendicular to the sample plane. This state has two
important advantages. First, when domains are absent, acoustic losses are
minimal. Second, the single-domain state under ferromagnetic resonance

FIGURE 41 Calculated electric-field dependence of the real and imaginary parts of magnetic
susceptibility at 9.3 GHz for bilayers of lithium ferriteelead zirconate titanate (LFO-PZT), nickel
ferriteelead zirconate titanate (NFO-PZT), and yttrium iron garnetelead zirconate titanate
(YIG-PZT). The static magnetic field H corresponds to the resonance field for E ¼ 0. Reprinted
with permission from Bichurin et al. (2002). Copyright 2002 by the American Physical Society.
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provides the conditions necessary for achieving a large effective susceptibility
(Bichurin and Petrov, 2014).

Due to a microwave electric field and to magnetoelectric interactions in a
ferriteepiezoelectric bilayer magnetic excitations can occur and the magnetic
response can be described in terms of magnetoelectric susceptibility. A novel
technique has been proposed for determining these magnetic excitations in an
yttrium iron garnet (YIG)elead zirconate titanate (PZT) nano-bilayer, where it
is assumed that the sample is positioned at the maximum of the microwave
electric field (Bichurin and Petrov, 2014)

From the magnetoelectric interactions, an induced microwave magnetic
field (parallel to the electric field) will result and, therefore, it will lead to
magnetic excitations in the bilayer. Such magnetic excitations originate from
the elastic modes in the piezoelectric component. These acoustic modes would,
in turn, excite coupled magnetoelastic modes in the ferrite due to the magne-
toelectric coupling. The excitations are standing waves along the thickness of
the sample and the wavelength is determined by the thickness of the PZT and
the YIG, and also by materials parameters. These coupled magnonephonon
modes will be in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum for
YIG. Thus the focus here is high frequency magnetic excitations, including
ferromagnetic resonance and magnetoelectric susceptibility in a ferritee
ferroelectric bilayer. Traditional ferromagnetic resonance at high powers in a
ferrite will lead to nonlinear effects such as saturation of the main resonance
and subsidiary absorption. The idea here is to eliminate those effects by
locating a bilayer at the position of the maximum of the radiofrequency electric
field (Bichurin and Petrov, 2014).

5.7 Influence of Type of Connectivity and Electrical Resistance
on the Magnetoelectric Effect

In Fuentes-Cobas et al. (2011), a brief discussion of connectivity in laminate,
particulate, fibrous, and interpenetrating composites was carried out, and
readers are advised to review it.

The type of connectivity and the electrical resistance of the composite
component phases can impact on the strength of the magnetoelectric effect.
As an example, cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4)ebarium titanate (BaTiO3) biphasic
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FIGURE 42 Two-layer structure on the basis of single crystal phases.
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composites with (3e0) connectivity (BaTiO3 grains in a CoFe2O4 matrix),
prepared by a combination of spark plasma sintering and annealing, were
compared with a conventionally sintered sample with the traditional (0e3)
connectivity (CoFe2O4 grains in a BaTiO3 matrix). An improvement of
the magnetic properties in comparison to the conventionally sintered ce-
ramics was achieved, while the good ferroelectric characteristics were
retained. However, the converse magnetoelectric effect was weaker in the
SPS sample than in the conventionally sintered one. This was mainly related
to the larger leakage current in the former sample preventing efficient
electrical poling of the piezoelectric component in the composite (Etier
et al., 2015).

Even if the connectivity type does not change, the magnetoelectric effect
can be enhanced by only increasing the electrical resistivity in the magne-
tostrictive phase, because a high electrical resistance in the composite com-
ponents can decrease the leakage currents, which allows a better polarization
of the piezoelectric component. So, in Dipti et al. (2015) an enhancement in
the value of the magnetoelectric coupling coefficient, a, was observed in lead
zirconate titanate (PZT)ecobalt ferrite (CFO) particulate composites, pre-
pared by a solid state reaction method, when using a small amount of high
resistive nickel-substituted cobalt ferrite (CNFO) instead of pure cobalt ferrite
(CFO) (see Figure 43). The ferroelectric material was near the morphotropic
phase boundary (MPB). The value of a was found to be 3 times (855 mV/
(cm$Oe)) in composites of PZT and CNFO as compared to composites of PZT
and pure cobalt ferrite (298 mV/(cm$Oe)). This enhancement in a was
correlated with an increased electrical resistivity of CFO due to substitution of
Ni at Co-site.

FIGURE 43 Comparison of magnetoelectric coupling in PZTeCFO and PZTeCNFO compos-
ites. Reprinted from Dipti et al. (2015). Copyright 2015, with permission from Elsevier.
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6. APPLICATIONS OF MAGNETOELECTRICITY

6.1 Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Applications
of Magnetoelectric Composites

A new family of dual E- and H-tunable microwave and millimeter-wave
signal processing devices is based on the strain-mediated high-frequency ME
coupling and on the hybrid spin-electromagnetic modes in ferromagnetic/
ferroelectric composites. In these high frequency devices the ferromagnetic
phases are, in general, low-loss ferrites, such as single-crystals or liquid
phase epitaxy (LPE) grown films of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and single-
crystal nickel ferrite (NFO), lithium ferrite (LFO), Y-type hexagonal ferrites,
and M-type hexagonal bariumealuminum and strontiumealuminum ferrites,
and the ferroelectric phases are lead zirconate titanate (PZT), lead magne-
sium niobateelead titanate (PMN-PT), and lead zinc niobateelead titanate
(PZN-PT). Most of these devices are based on ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) in a layered ferriteeferroelectric composite. For studies on the
converse magnetoelectric effects in multiferroic composites the FMR is a
powerful tool: an electric field E applied to a ferriteeferroelectric composite
produces a mechanical deformation in the ferroelectric phase, which in turn
is coupled to the ferrite, resulting in a shift in the resonance field. From data
on the resonance field shift dHE or frequency shift dfE versus E, information
could therefore be obtained on the nature of the converse magnetoelectric
coupling. The effect also opens up the possibility of novel voltage-tunable
ferrite signal-processing devices. The converse magnetoelectric effect takes
place in ferriteeferroelectric layered structures when the phases are tightly
bound, that is, when the mechanical stress created in one is transferred to the
second. There are, however, other ME phenomena that do not require
bonding between the layers and take place simply due to the proximity of two
materials having different dielectric and magnetic properties. An example of
such a phenomenon is the formation of hybrid spin-electromagnetic waves in
the layered structures. Theoretical models for wave propagation in ferro-
magneticeferroelectric slabs predict intensive hybridization between the
electromagnetic waves propagating in the ferroelectric film and the spin
waves propagating in the ferromagnetic film. Also, the theory shows that the
dispersion characteristics of the hybrid waves can be tuned with an electric
field or a magnetic field. Both, the converse magnetoelectric effect at FMR
and the hybrid waves in multiferroic composites are of importance for dual
E- and H-tunable microwave and millimeter-wave devices (Srinivasan
et al., 2015).

Tunable microwave devices are widely used in radar, telecommunication,
and RF devices. One class of such devices is based on ferrites. In particular,
resonators fabricated from yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films are attractive due
to their planar geometry, small size (area on the order of several square
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millimeter), and high Q-factor (up to 4000). Their resonance frequency
could be tuned over a wide frequency range (0.5e12 GHz) through changes
in the magnetic permeability by varying the bias magnetic field created by
an electromagnet. But such “magnetic” tuning is relatively slow and is
associated with large power consumption. Another class of tunable micro-
wave devices is based on ferroelectric materials. The tuning of such devices
is realized by applying an electric field that reduces the dielectric permit-
tivity of the ferroelectric material. Advantages of this “electrical” tuning are
fast resonant frequency adjustment and low power consumption because
ferroelectric elements, essentially, draw zero static current. But ferroelectric
devices in general have low Q and high insertion loss. The multiferroic
composites provide a new promising technology for tunable microwave and
millimeter-wave devices, which combines the advantages of ferrite and
ferroelectric devices. The devices are based on converse magnetoelectric
effect or the excitations of hybrid spin-electromagnetic waves in ferritee
ferroelectric layered structures. Such devices are dual tunable, with electrical
tuning realized through the application of an electric field to the ferroelectric
layer, while the magnetic tuning is realized through the application of a bias
magnetic field (Srinivasan et al., 2015).

An electric field-tunable microwave resonator based on yttrium iron
garnet (YIG)elead zirconate titanate (PZT) is described in Fetisov and
Srinivasan (2006). This device is based on ferromagnetic resonance for YIG
and the tunability is accomplished through magnetoelectric interactions
(Fetisov and Srinivasan, 2006). The device is schematically shown in
Figure 44.

A 15-mm-thick liquid phase epitaxy grown yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film
on a (111) GGG substrate having lateral dimensions 1 ) 2.2 mm was bonded
to a ceramic PZT plate (4 ) 4 ) 0.5 mm) coated with 5-mm-thick silver
electrodes on both sides, using fast-dry epoxy. The YIG film had a saturation
magnetization of 1750 G and a ferromagnetic resonance line width of
w0.6 Oe at 5 GHz. The bilayer was placed on a microstrip transducer
(50 mm ) 3 mm) fabricated on an alumina substrate from the gadolinium
gallium garnet (GGG) substrate side (Özgür et al., 2009). Microwave mea-
surements were carried out using a vector network analyzer. A standard
calibration procedure was performed before measurements. A continuous
wave input signal with f ¼ 2e10 GHz and power Pin ¼ 0.1 mW was applied
to the microstrip transducer. Low input power was chosen to prevent heating of
the sample due to power absorption at FMR. Profiles of reflected power Pref(f)
versus f were recorded for a series of H and E (Fetisov and Srinivasan, 2006).
For an electric field of *10 kV/cm applied across the PZT plate, the ferro-
magnetic resonance peak shifted by up to 18 and 25 MHz for a magnetic field
bias parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the bilayer plane, an order of
magnitude higher than the absorption width of the resonator (3.4 MHz at
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3 dB). The YIG-PZT bilayer structures could form the basis for rapid,
electric field tunable, passive microwave resonators, and filters (Fetisov and
Srinivasan, 2006; Özgür et al., 2009).

6.2 Sensor Applications of Magnetoelectric Composites

Figure 45 shows the evolution of magnetoelectric materials in the past century
from single-phase compounds to particulate composites, to laminated com-
posites, and finally to micro-/nano-thin films (Wang et al., 2014).

Applications in information storage and spintronics have been the driving
force in research in single-phase magnetoelectric materials. However, a high
inherent magnetoelectric coupling, especially above room temperature, has
not yet been found in single-phase materials as most of them have low Curie
temperatures. These difficulties have been circumvented by forming multi-
phase ME composites of ferromagnetic and ferroelectric components that
can be electromagnetically coupled by stress mediation. But the relatively
low magnetoelectric coefficients and high dielectric losses make particulate
composites technologically challenging for sensor and other applications.
These limitations were finally overcome in 2001 by using laminate, instead
of particulate composites. Several kinds of magnetoelectric laminate com-
posites have been experimentally and theoretically investigated. The value of
the magnetoelectric coupling in laminated composites is determined by three
issues: (i) the basic material parameters of the constituent phases (dielectric
constant, magnetic permeability, elastic stiffness, and the piezoelectric and
piezomagnetic coefficients); (ii) the volume/thickness ratio of the constituent

FIGURE 44 Diagram showing a microstripline resonator with a bilayer of lead zirconate titanate
(PZT) bonded to (111) yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film on gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG)
substrate. Reprinted with permission from Fetisov and Srinivasan (2006). Copyright 2006, AIP
Publishing LLC.
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layers; and (iii) the operation mode (i.e., orientation of the constituent
phases and an applied magnetic field). To date, the largest magnetoelectric
coefficients and the highest sensitivity to magnetic field variations corre-
spond to the multi-pushepull configuration of magnetoelectric laminates,
consisting of magnetostrictive Metglas alloys and piezofibers with ID-
electrodes. It can be considered a milestone in the development of magne-
toelectric materials for magnetic sensor applications. Device miniaturization
and component connectivity at the atomic level have stimulated the devel-
opment of magnetoelectric micro-/nano-thin based in advanced thin-film
growth techniques. Most of the research activity in magnetoelectric thin
films is motivated by promising applications in electric-write/magnetic-read
memories and spintronics. The sensing capabilities of a magnetoelectric
sensor to magnetic field variations are determined by both the output
magnetoelectric signal in response to an incident magnetic field and the
intrinsic/extrinsic noise generated in the absence of an incident field.
Moreover, the equivalent magnetic noise floor is influenced by the properties
of the magnetoelectric laminates and the parameters of the detection circuits.
Accordingly, the noise sources and their corresponding contributions to the
total equivalent magnetic noise must be considered. Based on these results,
the detection circuitry and laminate design can be optimized to reduce the
equivalent magnetic noise floor (Wang et al., 2014).

FIGURE 45 Evolution on the development of ME materials: from single-phase compounds to
multiphase ferromagnetic/ferroelectric composites and from bulk laminates to micro-/nano-thin
films. The main applications, advantages and/or disadvantages, research emphasis, or challenges
of each generation are also summarized in this figure. Reproduced from Wang et al. (2014) under
a Creative Commons license, Copyright 2014 Elsevier. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mattod.2014.
05.004.
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6.3 Current Sensors

A current sensor is a system or device that can measure the magnitude of an
electrical current in a cable/wire under either AC or DC conditions. Usually
the current sensors encompass many aspects of physics and electronics. Based
on their working mechanism, there are mainly four types of electrical current
sensing techniques: 1) Hall effect, 2) induction transformer, 3) resistive shunt,
and 4) Rogowski coil sensor. In Table 4 a comparison of these different current
sensing technologies is given (Zhou and Priya, 2015)

Driven by the need for improved sensitivity, smaller size, and compatibility
with electronic systems, the technology for sensing current has evolved.
However, none of the abovementioned current sensors satisfy all the needs
related to self-powered, miniature size, high performance, low detection limits,
reliability, and cost-effectiveness. The development of a compact, low-noise,
and low-cost passive current sensor is technologically important and much
needed for a variety of electronic systems. Magnetoelectricity (ME) compos-
ites can directly generate an electric signal in response to the external magnetic
field, leading to a passive nature without the need of external power sources. In
addition, by optimizing the composite materials and configurations, it can
produce significantly large voltage and sensitivity over a wide range of fre-
quency. Therefore, the development of ME composites and devices for current/
magnetic field sensing applications is technologically important. The devel-
opment of ME current sensors can be characterized by the following aspects:
(1) sensing mechanisms, sensor designs, and challenges of typical ME-sensing
elements; (2) development of novel self-biased ME composites that can be
used as ME passive current sensors in the absence of a DC magnetic field; (3)
development of ME transformers that can be used over a wide frequency range
of magnetic signals based on their tunable features; and (4) classification of
magnetic noises and corresponding noise-reduction methods. ME composites

TABLE 4 Comparison between Different Current Sensing Technologies

Sensing Type

Hall

Sensor

Inductive

Sensor

Resistance

Shunt

Rogowski

Coil

Cost High Medium Very low Low

Linearity Poor Fair Very good Very good

High current capacity Good Good Very poor Very good

Power consumption Medium Low High Low

Output variation with
temperature

High Low Medium Very low

Reprinted with permission from Zhou and Priya (2015). Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
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as magnetic field detection sensors have attracted lots of attention due to their
simple implementation mechanism. Operation of conventional ME compos-
ites requires two input components: a magnetic DC bias and a magnetic AC
field. Either of these two components can be detected by providing one of the
components, leading to a magnetic sensor for detecting AC or DC fields. Since
the strength of the magnetic field depends on the current I in the wire, the
electric current can be monitored by detecting the corresponding magnetic
flux. Typical conventional ME composites-based current sensors can be of
rectangular-shaped, ring-type, and polymer-based flexible types. Although
these current sensors, based on conventional ME composites, provide great
potential for practical sensing application, most of them require an external
DC magnetic bias field to obtain an optimum ME response and high current
sensitivity. Considering the composition variation and geometry change, one
can tune the optimum DC bias as low as several Oe. However, it is still a
requirement to use a permanent magnet or electromagnet to provide DC
magnetic bias, which, in turn, is a disadvantage for sensor implementation and
miniaturization. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate these limitations from
DC bias. Novel designs of self-biased ME composites can provide a giant
ME coefficient with large tunable ME coefficients at zero bias (Srinivasan
et al., 2015)

6.4 Energy Harvesting Applications of
Magnetoelectric Composites

The performance, capabilities, and deployment of wireless sensor networks
and remote monitoring devices have been rising. This rapid proliferation of
wireless sensor networks is related to the significant progress being made in
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) electronics that has
brought down the power requirements considerably. Energy harvesters are
being developed to meet the power requirements of the wireless sensor net-
works and remote monitoring devices in order to enhance the lifetime and
limitations of conventional batteries. There are many different sources avail-
able for energy harvesting, including solar radiations, thermal gradients, vi-
brations, magnetic fields, ocean waves, and wind. Vibration energy harvesting
has been pursued both as an alternative and as a supplement to the batteries,
and between 2000 and 2010, there has been a surge in the number of publi-
cations in this area. In order for vibration energy harvesting to become
practical, the size and weight of the harvester should be compatible with the
mm-scale electronics and sensors, and the resonance characteristics of the
harvester must be tailored to match the low natural frequencies and acceler-
ations inherent in most vibration sources. Further, the performance of vibration
energy harvesting devices could be improved by simultaneously harvesting the
surrounding magnetic fields available that can be converted into electricity
through magnetoelectric (ME) material/devices, that is, ME energy harvesters
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that operate in dual mode, converting vibrations and magnetic field into
electricity (Srinivasan et al., 2015).

In Dai et al. (2009) an energy harvester is described that converts ambient
mechanical vibration into electrical energy employing a Terfenol-D/PZT/
Terfenol-D laminate magnetoelectric transducer. As shown in Figure 46, the
harvester uses four magnets arranged on the free end of a cantilever beam. The
magnets produce a concentrated flux gradient in the air gap, and the magne-
toelectric transducer is placed in the air gap between the magnets. When the
harvester is excited, the magnetic circuit moves relative to the magnetoelectric
transducer. The ME transducer undergoes magnetic field variations and pro-
duces a power output. Dai et al. have also developed an analytical model to
analyze the nonlinear vibration and electrical-output performances of the
harvester.

Figure 47 shows theoretical and experimental power versus load resistance
when the prototype is excited by the shaker at 1 g acceleration and at resonant
frequency. It can be seen from Figure 47 that the theoretical maximum output
power reaches 1102.6 mW across a 823.5 kU resistor, and the experimental
maximum output power reaches 1055.1 mW across a 564.7 kU resistor. The
output power density of the prototype is 0.472 mW/cm3 when only the
volume of the cantilever beam, magnetic circuit, and transducer are consid-
ered, and is 6.13 mW/cm3 when only the volume of the ME transducer is
calculated.

6.5 Spintronic Applications of Magnetoelectric Composites

Multiferroic materials and devices have attracted interests due to the strong
magnetoelectric (ME) coupling with unique functionalities and superior

FIGURE 46 Schematic diagram of the proposed vibration energy harvester. Hollow arrows
represent the magnetic directions of magnets. Reprinted from Dai et al. (2009). Copyright 2009,
with permission from Elsevier.
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performance characteristics. Strong ME coupling has been demonstrated in a
variety of multiferroic heterostructures, including bulk magnetic slab on
ferro/piezoelectric, magnetic thin film on ferro/piezoelectric slab, thin film
multiferroic heterostructures, and so on. The strong ME coupling offers great
opportunities for achieving voltage control of spintronics devices with low
energy consumption. In traditional magnetic materials-based magnetic
random access memories (MRAM) devices, the binary information is stored
as magnetization. The high coercivity of the hard ferromagnetic element
requires a large magnetic field for switching the magnetic states, which
consumes large amount of energy. In the modern MRAM information writing
process, spin-torque technique is utilized by passing through a spin polarized
current directly to the magnets to minimize the large energy for generating
the magnetic field. However, either method is able to decrease the energy
consumption to a decent level. With the presence of multiferroic or ME
materials, spin is controlled by the electric field, which opens new oppor-
tunities for voltage control of spintronic devices with ultralow energy con-
sumption. For artificial multiferroic or ME heterostructure, different coupling
mechanisms are utilized for the demonstration of the voltage control of
magnetism in spintronics: (1) strain-mediated ME coupling on the ferroe-
lectriceferromagnetic interface, where the magnetism is modified by the
piezostrain induced by ferroelectric slab or thin film due to its piezoelec-
tricity; (2) charge-mediated ME coupling on the ferroelectriceferromagnetic
or dielectriceferromagnetic interface; and (3) exchange coupling between
antiferromagnetic, ferroelectric, and ferromagnetic phases (Srinivasan
et al., 2015).

FIGURE 47 Theoretical and experimental power versus load resistance. Reprinted from Dai
et al. (2009). Copyright 2009, with permission from Elsevier.
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6.6 Magnetoelectric Composites for Medical Application

The underlying principle behind the magnetoelectric (ME) laminate sensors is
the magneticemechanicaleelectrical coupling, where a voltage proportional
to the applied magnetic field arises due to a giant elastic or mechanical
coupling. When a magnetic field H is applied to the magnetostrictive layer, a
mechanical strain is generated in that layer and then, this strain is transferred
to the piezoelectric layer, thus producing an electric field E via piezoelec-
tricity. This phenomenon could be utilized in a variety of ways to address some
of the challenges and needs in the medical applications.

In wireless endoscopy and brain-imaging applications, ME composites
have important potential applications. Endoscopy of the upper and lower
gastrointestinal tract is considered to be a routine diagnostic and therapeutic
outpatient procedure. Endoscopes are utilized for closer and noninvasive
examination of the gastrointestinal tract. They provide diagnosis and therapy
of a wide variety of pathologies that originate in the epithelial tissue. Clas-
sical gastrointestinal endoscopy involves the insertion of a flexible tube that
contains the illumination component, lens/camera visual system, and an
additional tube that enables the introduction of medical instruments or ma-
nipulators. Nevertheless, the reach and maneuverability of tethered endo-
scopes is limited. Comprehensive endoscopy of the organs in the digestive
system, such as the esophagus, stomach, and small and large intestines is
difficult. Only a decade ago, wireless capsule endoscopies were introduced.
This innovation leveraged the advances in telemetry, miniature optics, and
microelectronics. Patients are far more receptive to undergo a wireless
capsule endoscopies procedure compared to conventional endoscopes since
they are far less invasive. Nonetheless, wireless capsule endoscopes come
with a major disadvantage over conventional endoscopes because of their
passive nature. They cannot be controlled or conduct biopsy. Images are
acquired at random locations and orientations as the capsule moves along the
gastrointestinal tract. In order to be able to locate where the images of
specific lesions are being taken, a high fidelity tracking of the wireless
capsule endoscopies is required. ME composites can be potentially tailored
for meeting the requirements of the localization of wireless capsule endos-
copy. To generate energy on demand, one can also envision incorporating a
magnetic field energy harvesting component into the capsule that can be used
to recharge the battery. Thus, if power in the system is less than the threshold,
then one can just apply the AC magnetic field from outside the body (as
simple as shaking a magnet by hand) and recharge the internal battery
(Srinivasan et al., 2015).

Another important development taking place is the improvement in the
tools that can be used to understand the structure and function of the brain.
Advances in magnetometers and signal processing have allowed imaging of
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the brain with significantly high resolution. The brain performs several
bodily functions, such as maintaining body temperature, blood pressure,
heart rate, and breathing, collection and processing of information around the
person using various sensing organs (eyes, ears, nose, etc.), coordination of
the physical motion during walking, talking, standing, or sitting, emotions,
reasoning, and imagination. The brain is made of approximately 100 billion
nerve cells called neurons, which gather and transmit electrochemical sig-
nals. Neurons within the brain may extend up to few millimeters and have
different shapes depending on the function. For example, motor neurons that
control muscle contractions have a cell body on one end, a long axon in the
middle, and dendrites on the other end; sensory neurons have dendrites on
both ends, connected by a long axon with a cell body in the middle. The
structure of the neurons controls the intraneuronal electric currents that
generate the extracranial magnetic fields. Thus, detection of brain magnetic
fields can allow us to investigate the neuronal activity in healthy and diseased
brains. The key requirements for magnetic field sensors in this application
are (1) sensitivity of wf T=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
at low frequencies (10#3 Hz); (2) ambient

temperature and wide bandwidth operation; and (3) small size, to promote
portable imaging array systems. These requirements can be met by the ad-
vances being made in the synthesis and optimization of the ME composites
(Srinivasan et al., 2015).

Magnetoelectric composites have also shown the capability as ultrasen-
sitive magnetic field sensors in the picotesla regime and the possibility of
vector-field measurement. These features make them interesting candidates
for noninvasive, high spatial resolution, and deep region medical imaging like
magneto-encephalography or -cardiography (MEG, MCG). Though state-of-
the-art ME sensors are centimeter-sized and are not suitable for dense arrays
needed for MEG or MCG measurements, micromachined resonant ME sen-
sors promise miniaturized devices with high sensitivity. For the first time,
MEMS sensors based on magnetoelectric composites with vacuum encapsu-
lation using wafer-level packaging technology were presented in Marauska
et al. (2013). The presented micro magnetoelectric sensor showed the highest
magnetoelectric coefficient of 2380 (V/m)/(A/m) measured so far with a
corresponding sensitivity of 3800 V/T. This is competitive with state-of the
art, nonencapsulated, centimeter-sized magnetoelectric sensors. The measured
resolution of 30 pT and the noise floor of 27pT=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
27 show the capability

for sensitive biomagnetic sensing. Improvement of the device vacuum should
result in a significantly higher Q-factor and ultralow noise levels. Compared
to other micro vector-field magnetic sensors, the magnetoelectric composites
in micromachined devices act as ultrasensitive magnetic field sensors.
Figure 48 shows photographs of diced wafer pair and single sensor element
with, ME cantilever, etch groove, bond frame, and bond pads (Marauska
et al., 2013).
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6.7 Magnetoelectric Nanoparticles to Enable Field-Controlled
High-Specificity Drug Delivery to Eradicate Ovarian
Cancer Cells

The cell membrane is electrically polarizable. Thus, its properties can be
modified by the action of an external electric field. This makes possible the
manipulations of its pores by an electric field. This phenomenon is known as
electroporation (Guduru et al., 2013).

There is a difference between the electrical properties of the membranes of
healthy cells and cancer cells: the latter require a lesser electric field to open its
pores. This property can be used to carry specialized drugs through the
membrane into the cancer cells (without affecting the healthy ones).

The way to control the release of drugs is by using magnetoelectric
nanoparticles (MEN) made of nanocomposites of CoFe2O4/BaTiO3 with a
drug within them (coreeshell arrangement).

For this purpose, externally from a certain distance, a magnetic field is used
to control the electrical properties of the particle. Thus, the MENs can generate
localized electric fields strong enough to open the pores of the cancer cell’s
membrane and let them in, permitting the releasing of the drug inside the
target (Guduru et al., 2013) (Figure 49).

FIGURE 48 Photographs of diced wafer pair (a) and single sensor element (b) with (1) ME
cantilever, (2) etch groove, (3) bond frame, and (4) bond pads. Reprinted from Marauska et al.
(2013). Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier.
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6.8 Externally Controlled On-Demand Release of Anti-HIV
Drug Using Magnetoelectric Nanoparticles as Carriers

Antiretroviral therapy has had great results fighting the HIV virus in general, but
has been limited due to the fact that there are areas of the body that cannot be
reached by the drugs. Such is the case of brain cells where, due to the inability to
cross the bloodebrain barrier (BBB), the virus persists (Nair et al., 2013).

To carry a polar-active molecule through this barrier a new idea is to
implement a type of material that has not been used before to transport and
deliver drugs: MENs, which seek to replace the normally used nanostructured
magnetic materials (MN). The difference lies in the fact that, as MENs have
the electron spin and the dipole moment intrinsically coupled, the mechanism
is energetically more efficient. Better yet, the charge distribution can be
regulated by MENs via a magnetic field and, using this same principle, the
bonding between the drug (molecule of interest) and the MEN can be
controlled.

While transporting the drug, the MEN and the active molecule must be
strongly bond; whereas, when liberation is necessary, a stronger magnetic field
is applied to break this same bond.

Figure 50 schematically shows how an a.c. magnetic field can generate an
electric dipole which debilitates the chemical bond, liberating the drug (Nair
et al., 2013).

Figure 51, also from Nair et al. (2013), is a sequence of atomic force
microscope images taken during a drug delivery process.

FIGURE 49 MENs as field-controlled nano-electroporation sites to let the drug through the
cancer cell membranes. Reproduced from Guduru et al. (2013) under a Creative Commons license.
Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group. http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/srep02953.
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FIGURE 50 Release of a drug by a MEN. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: Nature Communications (Nair et al., 2013). Copyright 2013.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIGURE 51 Atomic force microscopy of the drug release kinetics. AFM images at the different
stages of the release process: (a) MENs and (b) AZTTP chains before the loading (binding) step;
(c) AZTTP-MEN nano-formulations after the loading process; (d) MENS and (e) AZTTP after the
drug release by a 44-Oe a.c. field at 1000 Hz. Scale bar, 100 nm. Reprinted with permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Communications (Nair et al., 2013). Copyright 2013.
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APPENDIX: TEXTURE AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Crystallographic Texture

Crystallographic texture refers to the nonrandom distribution of the orienta-
tions of crystallites in a polycrystal. The quantitative characterization of
texture and the effect of texture on the physical properties of polycrystals are
summarized in the present Appendix. For detailed discussions, see Bunge
(2013), Kocks et al. (2000), Chateigner (2013), Lutterotti et al. (2004),
Fuentes-Cobas and Fuentes-Montero (2008). A number of considerations
applicable to properties in general will be given, but focus will be put on the
magnetoelectric effect.

The most important statistical descriptor of crystallographic texture is the
Orientation Distribution Function (ODF), or f(g), in which g is a crystallite
orientation defined in the sample reference frame by three Euler angles:
g ¼ (f1,F,f2). The three successive rotations in g bring a given crystallite
reference frame KC colinear to the sample reference frame KS, that is,
KS ¼ g$KC. The ODF, f(g), is then a function which represents the distribution
density of orientations of all crystallites in the sample volume:

dV

V
¼ f ðgÞdg

H
f ðgÞdg ¼ 1 ; (A1)

that is, the density of crystallites whose volume fraction is oriented within
the orientation element dg and is normalized to 100% of the volume.

f(g) is not directly measurable. Diffraction experiments (using X-rays,
neutrons, electrons) can only access the so-called pole figures (PF), Ph(y),
representing the distribution of given crystallographic directions h ¼ [hkl]*,
normal to (hkl) crystallographic planes, and defined by:

dVðyÞ
V

¼ PhðyÞdy
H
PhðyÞdy ¼ 4p (A2)

The pole figures are consequently the volume fraction of crystallites ori-
ented with their normals h within dy and are also normalized.

An alternative representation of textures is given by the inverse pole figures
(IPF), Ry(h), defined by the relative population of crystal directions h in a
given sample direction y:

dVðhÞ
V

¼ RyðhÞdh
H
RyðhÞdh ¼ 4p (A3)

The following is the Fundamental Equation of Quantitative Texture
Analysis:

PhðyÞ ¼
1

2p

Z

h==y

f ðgÞd~4: (A4)
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This equation represents the fact that each PF (a 2D object) is a projection
along a certain path ~4 of the ODF (a 3D object), which of course depends on
the crystal and texture symmetry. Standard methods for determining the ODF
are based on the measurement of a set of pole figures and the subsequent
inversion of Eqn (A4).

A particular sample configuration that is relatively frequent in magne-
toelectric materials is the so-called fiber texture. It shows axial symmetry in
the orientation distribution. In fiber textures, the IPF corresponding to the
polycrystal symmetry axis plays the role of the ODF. Equation (A4) sim-
plifies to the following, known as the Fundamental Equation of Fiber
Textures:

Phð4Þ ¼
1

2p

Z2p

0

Rzð4;jÞdj (A5)

where 4 is the polar angle of the Ph PF and j is the integrating angle in a
reference sphere. For details, see (Fuentes-Montero et al., 2010).

FDO, FP, and FIP are statistical descriptors, with high cognitive and
practical value. They provide a global characterization of texture and help to
understand the physics of processes and properties. On the other hand, the
development of electron microscopy and computer techniques allow today to
measure, process, store, and present alternative texture characterizations that
are worth to be mentioned.

In particular, scanning electron microscopy has established the method
known as orientation image microscopy (IOM) (Lebensohn et al., 2008).
This technique is based on electron diffraction and allows the determination
of the so-called aggregate function (Bunge et al., 2000) This descriptor,
denoted g(r), specifies the orientation g of the crystallite at each point
r ¼ (x, y, z) in the sample volume. The dependent variable g is defined by the
Euler angles g ¼ (f1,F,f2). The aggregate function contains point-by-point
information of the size, shape, and orientation of all the crystals in a sample.
From it one is able to calculate several texture descriptors such as the size
distribution, the ODF, and the misorientation distribution function (Schwartz
et al., 2009).

Polycrystal Physical Properties. Voigt, Reuss, and Hill
Approximations

By “physical property” we understand the magnitude that links an external
action with the response of a given crystal. In symbols:

Y ¼ K$X (A6)
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X represents the applied action, Y is the material response, and K is the
considered property. In general, X and Y are tensors with respective ranks m
and n. The property tensor rank is r ¼ m þ n. Magnetoelectricity is a second
rank, axial tensor, linking polar time-independent electric polarization P with
axial time-reversible magnetic field intensity H and magnetization M with
electric field intensity E.

In a polycrystal, “mean” or “average” action, response and property are
given by

hXi ¼
1

V

Z

V

X dV hYi ¼
1

V

Z

V

Y dV hKi ¼
1

V

Z

V

K dV (A7)

The weighting factor in (A7) is the ODF:

hKi ¼
Z

KðgÞf ðgÞdg (A8)

And the effective macroscopic polycrystal property is the magnitude KM

that satisfies the following condition:

hYi ¼ KM$hXi (A9)

Mathematically, the following relationship can be proven (Bunge, 2013)

hYi ¼ hKi$hXiþ
1

V

Z

V

DK$DX dV (A10)

The mean hKi, Eqn (A7), represents the effective macroscopic property
only if the independent variable remains invariant in the sample volume
(DX h 0).

Equation (A10) deserves a somewhat detailed analysis. The following
considerations illustrate the scenario.

Two different samples may possess the same ODF and exhibit, in an
experiment, different macroscopic effective properties. Intercrystalline in-
teractions and macroscopic properties not only depend on the distribution of
orientations, but also on crystallites’ shapes, sizes, and relative positioning,
that is, on sample’s stereography.

The influence of sample stereography has been treated extensively for
elasticity. Figure A.1 (Bunge et al., 2000) illustrates the so-called “problem of
averaging.”

For a polycrystal with a series configuration, the stress can be considered
as constant in the sample volume. For this geometry, known as Reuss
(Reuss, 1929) case, it is advisable to apply the constitutive equation
ε ¼ s$s (Y / ε ¼ strain; K/ s ¼ compliance; X/ s ¼ stress). As
Ds ¼ 0, the integral in Eqn (A10) vanishes and this leads to Eqn (A9), with

SM ¼ hSi.
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For parallel configuration, Voigt (Voigt, 1928) case, the suitable constitu-
tive equation is s ¼ c$ε (c ¼ s#1 ¼ stiffness). Finally, the so-called Hill
approximation (Hill, 1952) for s is:

sMHilly
1

2

h
hsiþ hci#1

i
(A11)

The VoighteReusseHill considerations may be extended to electro-
magnetic phenomena. The cases of series and parallel combinations of
resistors (properties: conductivity and conductivity#1 ¼ resistivity) and
capacitors (properties: dielectric constant and dielectric constant#1 ¼
impermittivity) are well known and the significant observed differences
between “series” and “parallel” values coincide with theoretical
calculations.

The selection of independentedependent variables in electromagnetic
coupling properties (piezoelectricity, magnetoelectricity, and so on) has
been analyzed by Fuentes-Cobas et al. (2013). Coupling properties require
an additional consideration, in comparison with elasticity. Moving
from Voigt (parallel) to Reuss (series) in elasticity implies permuting the
roles of one independent and one dependent variable. Magnetoelectricity
(as a coupling property) requires permuting two independent and two
dependent variables. It is not as simple as changing compliance to its in-
verse stiffness. The case of magnetoelectricity, as may be derived from the
Maxwell equations, leads to the summary of conditions described in
Table A1:

FIGURE A.1 Polycrystal samples with the same ODF can show different macroscopic properties.
Reuss case: plates piled in a “series” configuration. Voigt case: columns in “parallel” association.
Case Hill: equiaxed crystallites. Reprinted from (Bunge et al., 2000), Copyright 2000, with
permission from Elsevier.
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For a polycrystal with a near-to-Voigt (piled plates) configuration, aver-
aging magnetoelectric tensor haiji ¼ hdDi/dHji ¼ hdBi/dEji is a good
approximation for aM (aM z hai).

For a Reuss polycrystal (parallel columns) the recommended quantity to be
averaged is the inverse a h a0, ha0

iji ¼ hdEi/dBji ¼ hdHi/dDji; aM z ha0i.
Voigt and Reuss cases represent special situations. In given cases these

approximations may be appropriate. In a Voigt polycrystal, if one is interested
in the value of the effective a0M, one must calculate aM and then define
a0M h (aM)#1. The average (Eqn (A7)) of a0, without calculating the second
term on the right side of Eqn (A10) (say, by use of the aggregate function g(r))
would not be a correct choice.

The Hill average maybe a good guess in case the researcher ignores the
sample stereography (or he knows it is far from series or parallel). One
important issue that must be taken into account is the self-consistency of the
proposed effective property. The product aM$a0M must be equal to the identity
matrix. The simple Voigt, Reuss, and Hill averages do not fulfill this condition.
As proposed by Bunge et al. (2000), an iterative procedure based on the Hill
approximation leads to self-consistency. A mathematical procedure that sys-
tematically leads to the required consistency is that of the geometric mean,
established by Matthies and Humbert (1995). We now present this method.

Geometric Average

Scalars

A zero-order tensor, or scalar b, can always be decomposed into a linear
combination of all its N possible values bk, each of them being associated to a
given probability, or weight, wk. Its arithmetic average is then:

hbi ¼
XN

k¼1

bkwk; with
XN

k¼1

wk ¼ 1 (A12)

The corresponding geometric mean of this scalar takes the form:

dbe ¼
YN

k¼1

bwk
k ¼ expðhlnbiÞ; with (A13)

hlnbi ¼
XN

k¼1

lnbkwk (A14)

TABLE A1 Invariant Magnitudes in Series and Parallel Configurations

Configuration Elasticity Electricity Magnetism

Series (Reuss) Stress (s) Electric displacement (D) Magnetic induction (B)

Parallel (Voigt) Strain (ε) Field intensity (E) Field intensity (H)
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Second Order Tensor: The Case of Magnetoelectricity

Considering matrices, the previous approach of the geometric mean is not
straightforward. For the eigenvalues lI of a given matrix aij, the averaging
procedure can be written as the geometric mean:

dlIe ¼
YN

k¼1

l
wi;k

k (A15)

which ensures that QlIS ¼ 1/Q1/lIS ¼ QlI
#1S#1. For the matrix aij represented in

its orthonormal basis of eigenvectors, it can be shown (Matthies and Humbert,
1995) that:

daeij ¼ expðhln aii0j0Þ (A16)

¼ expðhQiij;i0j0 ln ai0j0Þ (A17)

In this equation, Q stands for the transformation applied to aij, which
represents the ME property of a given crystal with orientation g, to bring it
coincident to the sample reference frame. Q then depends on the tensor order,
and its average is composed of elements <Q>ij given by:

hQiij;i0j0 ¼
Z

g

Qi0

i ðgÞQ
j0

j ðgÞf ðgÞdg (A18)

However, except for specific crystal and texture symmetries, neither aij nor
(aij)

#1 are diagonal, and Eqn (A17) cannot be used in its actual state. In
general, one should first diagonalize aij using an orthonormal basis of ei-
genvectors bi

(l), for instance with the ME tensor eigenvalues a(l):
!$

biðlÞ
%#1

aijb
ðlÞ
j

"
¼ aðlÞ and (A19)

aij ¼
X3

l¼1

aðlÞbðlÞi bðlÞj which extends to (A20)

ðlnaÞij ¼
X3

l¼1

ln
$
aðlÞ

%
bðlÞi bðlÞj ¼ ln

"
Y3

l¼1

$
aðlÞ

%bðlÞi bðlÞj

#

(A21)

Now applying the geometric average over orientations (Eq A17 and A18),
the macroscopic ME tensor of the polycrystal can be calculated from:

aM
ij ¼ daeij (A22)

and (lna)i0j0 is given by Eqn (A21). However, before calculating the wanted
value QaSij, one has to first diagonalize <lna>i0j0 in order to extract the new
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the oriented polycrystal. The two successive
tensor transformations relate to the second order ME tensor character.
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The factorial entering the calculation explains the term “geometric mean”,
in the sense that the oriented polycrystal macroscopic ME tensor is obtained
by the mean averaging of the single crystal ME eigenvalues. Similar expres-
sions can be obtained for the macroscopic inverse ME tensor (a0M) which
admits as eigenvalues the reciprocal 1/a(l). This warrants that the same
macroscopic ME properties are obtained using either aij or its inverse in the
geometric mean approach. In other words, the average of the inverse macro-
scopic property is consistent with the inverse of the average macroscopic
property. This may be the reason why this modeling gives rather very good
estimates of the elastic properties (Matthies et Humbert, 1995), comparable to
ones obtained by more sophisticated models which require larger calculation
times.

However we should state here that diagonalization is not always possible
dealing with ME tensors. For instance, in the mmm0 magnetic point group,
with nonzero components only off diagonal (LiCoPO4 example above),
diagonalization is not possible.
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